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INTRODUCTION

The Navy currently is defining a series of V/STOL (Vertical/
Short Takeoff and Landing) aircraft that could satisfy several
Navy Missions, including Close Air Support (CAS), in the
post-1 9 9 0 time frame. The CAS mission requires operation
from forward bases with minimum facilities. Prepared hard
surface runways will not be available, and the mandatory
military requirements of fast base establishment and relocation
will not allow time to prepare, maintain, and protect such
runways.

Utilization of a Surface Effect Takeoff and Landing System
(SETOLS) will provide an operational capability from unob-
structed areas, that require only minimum preparation, and
the resulting aircraft should be attractive when compared to
VTOL (Vertical Takeoff and Landing) and STO/VL (Short
Takeoff/Vertical Landing) aircraft that have a forward base
capability.

.. .. - -, , .. .. ". ....... .. . ... .... -. l i, , -' a.--b .-..lR .. .



SANDAIRE

SUMMARY

A conceptual design of a CTOL SETOLS CAS Aircraft has been developed. The
significant design feature is the use of a Surface Effect Takeoff and Landing System
(SETOLS) in lieu of a normal landing gear. The SETOLS is on integral part of the
point design, thereby achieving full design compatibility compared to an add-on
which is typical of flight test work to date. This feature provides a takeoff and
landing capability on the inflated rubber fabric type trunk installed on the bottom
of the fuselage from any unobstructed area, such as a river, lake, swamp, grass,
soil, etc. Effective operation is thereby achieved in the Close Air Support (CAS)
mission from forward bases where time prevents preparation and maintenance of con-
ventional runways. The design is, therefore, Q Conventional Takeoff and Landing
(CTOL) aircraft with all the inherent design advantages of low weight and low cost
compared to V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing) aircraft.

Advanced state-of-the-art design appropriate for 1995 IOC has been incorporated.
This consists of use of composite structure to reduce weight, 10% for the wing, 25%
for the toil, and 15% for the fujselage. Advanced NASA airfoil technology is in
the wing design to allow the use of thicker wing sections to save weight without
sacrifice of a high performance capability.

One advanced technology Pratt & Whitney STF 529 turbofan, with 13202 pounds
thrust, a thrust to weight ratio of 8.2, and other favorable characteristics, powers
the aircraft. A P&W designed peripheral fan bleed is used to inflate and pressur-
ize the trunk. This engine, if funded, will meet the MQT (Military Qualifications
Test) requirements for availability by fiscal year 1985.

The aircraft has a high wing in order to carry twelve Mk-82 Snakey. bombs (6840
lb droppable weight) below the wing in the specified CAS mission radius of 160
N.M. Sufficient internal fuel capacity is provided for the specified 2500 N.M.
ferry mission. The high speed is M = 0.89 at 35000 feet, and a maximum sus-
tained maneuver load factor of 4g is achieved at M = .70 at 5000 ft. Gross
weight is 24,300 Ib; wing area 280 sq ft; takeoff speed 138 knots; and takeoff run
2945 ft at sea level, 89.80F (Navy Tropical Day). Mission Profiles are on Pages
14 and 16.

The design is shown by the following three-view and inboard profile drawings.
Design features, weight and performance results are summarized briefly in the
following Design Analysis Section. Supporting data and calculations are presented
in six attached appendices.

Preliminary work summarized In Appendix E shows the design should have one engine
versus two engines, engine fan bleed Instead of an auxiliary power unit to pres-
surize the trunk, and the advanced P&W STF 529 'turbofan as the best of the
candidate engines.

2
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

(1) PRELIMINARY SIZING STUDIES

Preliminary work to establish the size and configuration using parametric and
tradeoff studies is summarized in Appendix E and shows the following:

(a) A two-engine configuration has substantially greater gross weight and
size compared to a one engine configuration.

(b) Pressurization of the SETOLS trunk is best accomplished by engine fan
'bleed compared to use of an auxiliary power unit.

L(c) The Pratt &Whitney STF 529 Turbofan is a conceptual engine but Is the
best of the candidate engines.

(d) A one engine configuration with a high wing and the bottom of the
fuselage shaped to support the trunk, both in the pressurized and in
the collapsed and stowed conditions, results in the best overall design
for weight, simplicity, and design risk.

(2) FINAL CONFIGURATION

The final configuration is shown on the preceding drawings, SAE 79-007 and
SAE 79-008, and uses the P&/ STF 529 turbofan (scale 1.0) for propulsion

* and trunk pressurization. P&W quotes this engine as having a high probability
of meeting the Military Qualifications Test (MQT), if funded, and be avail-
able by FY-1985. There is sufficient internal fuel capacity to accomplish the
ferry mission without the use of external tanks. Only the required stores for
the CAS mission are carried externally below the wing on four pylons.
Rationale and calculations are presented in the following design analysis and
supporting appendices to substantiate the results of this conceptual design of
a CTOL SETOLS CAS aircraft.

* (3) DESIGN REQUIREMENT CHANGES

(a) Decrease of the 8,000 foot takeoff run to between 2,000 feet and 4,000
feet which resulted in selection of 3,000 feet for design.

(b) Elimination of the provisions for a 25 mm gun installation.

(c) The high speed requirement of M = 0.91 at 35,000 feet is compromised
to M = 0.89 favoring other design goals such as weight, size and mini-
mized propulsion system.

5
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(4) WING SIZING

The selected wing loading was based on the desire to hold the takeoff
speed between 135-140 knots in the interest of some conservatism with
respect to the fairly new SETOLS state of the art.

For the specified 1995 IOC, use of an advanced airfoil section is appro-
priate even though only meager data are available. An increase in the
Mach No. for drag rise of the order of AM = .07 has been incorporated
in the drag polars based on mostly qualitative information about these air-

* foils. The typically blunt airfoil nose shape should preclude the necessity
of wing leading edge flaps or slats, to obtain satisfactory stall. character-
istics, and none are incorporated. Appropriate selection of outboard
camber and twist, when airfoil data are available, should produce satis-
factory flight characteristics.

The wing sweep of Ac/4 = 0.25 0 was selected because of its adequate
stall characteristics without the use of wing leading edge devices. The
wing configuration resulting from this sweep permits reasonable C. G.
control through the placement of stores and inherent fuel management
while providing sufficient stores clearance, especially during rotation at
take-off and landing. Wing thickness selection then results from the need
to meet the high speed requirement at 35,000 feet. The selected wing
thickness, t/c = .12-. 10 root to tip, produces the drag rise shown in
Appendix B and results in a small compromise of this requirement to M

Sufficient iteration and design refinement were done in the preliminary
work to establish a gross weight of 24,300 pounds for design. Early
calculations, prior to receipt of the P&W STF 529 engine data, indicated
a considerably higher weight; however, the high engine thrust to weight
ratio of 8.2 and other favorable characteristics of the STF 529 gave a sub-
stantial reduction in weight down to the 24,300 pounds.

6
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Considering, then, the above 135-140 knot takeoff speed objective, a wing
area of 280 square feet gave a takeoff speed of 138 knots at sea level, 99.8 F.
This is based on takeoff after 4.5 minutes of fuel has been used of the 5 min-
utes at maximum thrust specified, as shown in Appendix B.

No extensive numerical analyses were attempted for the selection of wing aspect
ratio and taper ratio. Factors bearing on the selection of AR =6, X = 0.30
CFe:

(a) Low span for low weight.
(b) Adequate span to carry the required stores.
(c) High taper for low weight as limited by satisfactory stall characteristics

with the selected span.
(d) Admittedly, comparison with previous aircraft also has a significant effect

in the selections.
(e) Subsequent weight and mission calculations aid the configuration design

layouts have qualitatively verified that the selected wing geometry is
appropriate for this aircraft design~.

The selected high wing configuration is mandatory for the stores to ground/water
clearance in takeoff aid landing. A wing incidence of 30 is used which works
well with respect to fuselage attitude for takeoff, landing, and cruise.

A summary of the wing characteristics is included with the following tail data.

(5) TAlL SIZING

*From the configuration design layout work, a conventional tail beccime appro-
priate with the horizontal mounted on the fuselage. An all-movable horizontal
(no elevator) was considered; however, it was not used pending an in-depthI control system analysis which is outside the scope of this study.

Selection of the tail geometry considered the usual factors of:

(a) Displacement of (/4)Hc aid ) to prevent adding peak pressures With
resultant adverse MachNo. effects. The displacement used, 13.4 inches,
is considered a minimum.

(b) Sweep and thickness combination to give a higher critical Mach No. for
the tail (for lift) than developed by the wing. Thus, tail effectivmnem
will be retained after excessive speed warning (buffeting) occurs due to
the normal lift deterioration with Mach No. on the wing.

(c) Low span and high taper for low weight as limited by tail effectiveness
aid post practice.

7
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The following table summarizes the wing and tail characteristics. Calculations

are in Appendix B.

Wing H. Tail V. Tail

S Sq Ft 280 67.1 47.5
AR 6 3.5 1.5
b Ft 41 15.33 8.44
CR In 126.1 70.0 90.0
CT In 37.8 35.0 45.0

.30 .50 .50
c In 89.8 54.5 70.0
A /4 Deg 25 35 40

oot-Tip) .12-.10 .12-.10 .12-.10
It (e/4)Wmg (/4)Tail In 183.5 170.1 (Pg. 3)

(6) ENGINE FAN BLEED REQUIREMENT

Appendix A presents the SETOLS trunk analysis. Briefly this analysis shows:

(a) Mean trunk to ground effective clearance in takeoff (daylight gap),
estimated from other data 0.28 in

(b) Trunk pressure, design 360 lb/sq ft

(c) Trunk orifice area exhausting to atmosphere,
design 20%

(d) Trunk shape, design Pages 3, 28 & 29

(e) Trunk contact centerline perimeter, design 49.5 ft

(f) Trunk contact centerline area (cushion area),
desin 150 sq ft

(g) Required cushion pressure for the design gross weight
of 24,300 lb 162 lb/sq ft

(h) Required engine fan bleed to pressurize the trunk 39 lb/sec

8
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( (7) FLAP CHARACTERISTICS

Due to the reduction in the required takeoff run from 8000 feet to 3000 feet,
Page 5, Item (3a), a large flap setting is used to give this shorter run;
however, it may not be the best for takeoff over an obstacle. Fixed vane,
double-slotted flaps are selected with external hinges. Flaps extend from
the fuselage to 70% semispan. The rear wing spar is at 68% chord, which
allows use of a 27% chord flap as shown diagrammatically by the following~sketch.

~27 C

.6 .7 .9

68% C

40 0

Data for flap application to advanced airfoil sections, Item (4) above, me
not available. However, f!ap characteristics re estimated from available
data for other flapped airfoil sections a shown in Appendix B.

9
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(8) TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE (89.8°F at Sea Level)

Takeoff ground run is calculated from basic relations and the flap character-
istics in Appendix B.

Loading CAS mission
Takeoff Weight 23686 lb after 4.5 min. fuel has been used as

explained on page 7

Flaps 40 Deg

Takeoff Speed 138 knots (page 7)

Engine data are shown in Appendix D. P&W provides a 6% throttle advance
for 900 F takeoff at sea level to minimize the adverse effect of a hot day.
This overcomes the normal thrust deterioration with this temperature.

The installed thrust is reduced 18.7% (Appendix B) to account for the 39 lb/sec
fan bleed to pressurize the trunk.

The major portion of the takeoff run is with fuselage level (trunk level) and
A= .05 (the coefficient of takeoff surface friction) is a representative value
based on available data. A factor of 1.3 is applied to give an average
A44 = .065 to account for greater values of /A at the start of the run and at
pull up. See analysis in Appendix A.

The calculated ground run, at 89.8 0 F, sea level, is 2945 ft.

The air distance over a 50 ft obstacle is calculated from an empirical method
that checks well with test data. It includes transition from the level takeoff
run to the climb path. The distance is 1272 ft making a total distance over
50 feet of 4217 ft (eq.8°F at sea level). Only 2.4 deg rotation from the level
takeoff run is required to lift off which should favor smooth operation with the
SETOLS.

(9) ENGINE SIZING
The design takeoff run is established as 3000 ft on pg 5, item (3a). Prelimi-
nary work indicated that a scale 1.0 P&W STF 529 engine was needed to
achieve this distance. The final calculation, App. B , shows 2945 ft using
a scale 1.0 engine. Therefore since the preliminary work has indicated that
takeoff is the critical requirement for sizing the engine, scale 1.0 is now
established as the final engine size. The small compromise of the M - 0.91
high speed requirement discussed on page 5, item (3) end page 6, item (4),
would not be significantly improved by any reasonable increase in engine size
unless the combination of wing sweep and wing thickness was changed to delay
the drag rise with Mach No. This is not considered a Justifiable change as
previously discussed on pages 5 and 6.

10
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(10) LANDING PERFORMANCE

Landing is calculated in Appendix B for the maximum landing design gross
weight, (MLDGW) = gross weight minus 60% CAS mission fuel of 4552 lb
for standard day at sea level.

MLDGW = 24300 - .60 x 4552 = 21569 lb

Flaps are 500; trunk is pressurized; approach at 1.2 V s; and landing at
1.1 V.

The glide angle is 11.3 degrees, which requires 250 ft to clear a 50 ft obstacle
and, as in takeoff, the rotation or flare angle is small, 2 degrees, thus
increasing the fuselage angle of attack to 4.5 degrees at touch down. The
transition distance needed to slow from approach to landing speed is 548 ft.
The ground run is based on developing an average ratio of braking force to
aircraft weight of .27 and is equal to 2200 ft. Therefore, the total landing
distance required to clear a 50 ft obstacle is 2998 ft (SLS).

P&W has calculated that the minimum throttle setting, with the required
39 lb/sec fan bleed to pressurize the trunk, gives 2500 lb thrust which is
dissipated by turning vanes in the tail pipe.

(11) WEIGHT

Some of the weight equations are empirical. They are reasonably accurate
and are based on comparisons with various aircraft; most have been used in
preliminary design study work before. The development of these equations
and the weight calculations are shown in Appendix C.

Anticipated advances in technology are incorporated as follows; this must be
recognized when making comparisons with other weight data:

(a) Use of composite materials
Wing group weight reduced 10%
Tail group weight reduced 25%
Fuselage basic weight reduced 15%

(b) Flight controls weight reduced 10%
due to the fly-by-wire system

11
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Calculated weight is summarized as follows. A Group Weight Statement is in
Appendix C where the weight allocation has been changed to conform to the Group
Weight Statement Form. The weight total is of course the same.

Wing Group 2334 lb
Horiz. Tail Group 307
Vertical Tail Group 206
Fuselage basic 2088
Canopy 260
Speed brakes 104
Engine 1618
Tail pipe extension 43
Engine section 146
Inlet ducts 160
Engine controls starting, lub., and oil

(including unusable oil) 94
Flight controls 567
Fuel tanks - wing integral 107- fuselage integral 96

Unusable fuel 46
Fuel system 170
Instruments 85
Electrical 350
Anti-icing 130
Air conditioning 160
Furnishings, incl. ejection seat 330
APU 120
Armament provision 200
Equipment (incl. oxygen & survival) 175
SETOLS 756
Protection

fuel cells in wing 67
armor - pilot (allowance) 300
other (allowance) 100

CAS mission loading (specified 8574 Ib)
installed avionics 770
crew 180
4 - TERs 384
12 - Mk 82 (droppable) 6840
4- pylons 400

CAS mission fuel 4552
Unassigned 55

Gross Weight 24300 lb

12
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(12) BALANCE

Balance calculations are in Appendix C and are summarized below. All
conditions are considered satisfactory.

Loading CAS Mission

Weight C. G.
Condition Lb %a

Weight empty for balance
(gross weight less pilot,
12 - Mk 82 droppable stores,
and fuel) 12728 25.4

Operating weight (plus 180 lb
pilot) 12908 22.7

Zero fuel weight (plus
12 - Mk 82 droppable stores,

6840 Ifb) 19748 23.6

Gross weight (plus CAS mission
fuel, 4552 lb) 24300 23.0

The C . G. locations shown above leave margin for the inevitable aft drift
of the C.G. when the aircraft is built, see tail sizing in Appendix B.

(13) DRAG

Preliminary drag estimates were made in support of the early work and, since
then, drag changes were incorporated corresponding to the changes in tihe
configuration as the design work progressed. The final drag estimate shown
in Appendix B is very close to the preliminary estimate as modified for con-
figuration changes. Therefore, conclusions made based on the preliminary
work are considered reliable, and no recycling of the preliminary work Is

* needed.

(14) MISSION PERFORMANCE AND PROFILES

The majority of the performance was done with computer programs developed for
this study as explained in Appendix F using engine data from Appendlic D and
a fuel weight of 6.8 pounds/gallon. CAS and Ferry Mission Profiles, along

-, with additional performance data, follow.

13
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CAS MISSION

4I 9 ,

10 5

101

,6,7

roe 160 N. MI.

OPERATION

1. Initial

2. Warmup and Takeoff 5 minutes at maximum power

3. Climb Out Best speed to 36089 feet

4. Cruise Out At 36089 feet

5. Descend To 5000 Feet (No time, fuel, or dist.)

6. Loiter I hour at best speed

7. Drop Stores Retain TERs and pylons

8. Climb Back* Best speed to 36089 feet

9. Cruise Back* At 36089 feet

10. Descend To sea level (no time, fuel, or dist.)

11. Loiter 10 minutes at best speed

12. Land and Reserve 5% initial fuel

For specific data on each operation, see following page.

*Minimum fuel to return. Cruise back at best cruise altitude requires more fuel
because of additional climb fuel required.

14
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FERRY MISSION

45

5

3

2500 N. MI.

OPERATION

I. Initial

2. Warmup and Takeoff 5 minutes at maximum power

3. Climb Out Best speed to cruise altitude

4. Cruise Out Best altitude and speed

5. Descend To S.L. (No time, fuel, or dist.)

6. Loiter 10 minutes at best speed

7. Land and Reserve 5% initial fuel

i

For specific data on each operation, see following page.
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(d) Additional Performance Data

Performance Item Attained

Takeoff ground run W = 24300 lb - 4.5 min at T Max
(CAS mission loading)

S.1L. Std. 2813 ft
S.1L. 89.8 F 2945 ft

Takeoff over 50 ft obstacle W 24300 lb -4.5 min at T
(CAS mission loading)Ma

S. L. Std 4045 ft
S.1L. 89.8 F 4217 ft

Landing over 50 ft obstacle MLDGW =21569 lb
(CAS mission loading)

S.1L. Std 2998 ft
S.1L. 89.8 F 3158 ft

Best cruise Machi No. and M .775
altitude for clean Alt. 45800 to 52500 ft

configuration (ferry)

Max range vs cruise Maclh No. See Appendix F,
for clean configuration Sections (2) and (3)

Best endurance Mach. No. and For CAS mission, 1.0 hr at]
altitude, Hr M =.31 at 5000 ft. (a gain of 2

to 3% in endurance may be
possible at 10,000 ft based on
questionable extrapolated engine
data - see Appendix F)

Service ceiling (300 ft/min R/C),
CAS mission loading, W at start
of climb = 24300 - 5 min at
T Ma (fuel consumed in climb) 36800 ft

Max rate of climb (ft/mmn) CAS Std. 89.8 0 F
mission loading, for S. 1., S. 1. _W Eng-7

5000 ft and 15000 ft for 5000 ft 8250 not available;
Std day and Navy tropical 15000 ft 5000 see App. F
day (89.8 0 F)

W at start of climb = 24300-
5 min. at T M (fuel consumed

In climb)

18
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Performance Item Attained

Std. 89.8°F

Max rate of climb (ft/min) at S.L., CAS

loading, W = 24300 lb - 5 min at TMax
SETOLS deployed, takeoff speed, flaps 0 2597 2719
SETOLS retracted, takeoff speed, flaps 40 7367 7441

Max rate of climb (ft/min) at S.L.,
CAS loading less 60% fuel (MLDGW)

W = 24300 - .60 x 4552 = 21569 lb
SETOLS deployed, Approach speed, flaps 500 2838 2963
SETOLS retracted, Approach speed, flaps 500 4486 4659

9 S.L. 5000 ft
Max sustained maneuver load factor
vs Mach No. at S.1. and 5000 ft, 2 .765 .775
CAS mission payload less 40% 3 .755 .755
fuel 4 .725 .695

W = 24300 - .40 x 4552 = 2 2479 lb

g S.L. 5000 ft
Max sustained maneuver load factor
vs Mach No. at S.L. and 5000 ft, 2 .850 .865
CAS mission less 40% fuel and less 3 .845 .855
12 Mk 82 dropped 4 .835 .845

W = 22479 - 6840 = 15693 lb

Navy
Trap.

Std 89.8 0 F

Stall speed at S. L., SETOLS deployed- knots
Des. G.W. 24300 lb 112 115I MLDGW 21569 lb 105 108
Flaps 500

Navy
Trap.

Std 89.80F

Lnding approach speed at S.L.
SETOLS deployed - knots

MLDGW6 21569 Ib 126 130
Flaps 50

Aircraft range with the ferry mission payload No external fuel tanks
GW = 20243 lb
Fuel = 7687 lb 2500 N.M.
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(15) DESIGN

(a) Conformity With Design Requirements

Conformity with the design requirements Is essentially achieved
except for the M = .91 high speed requirement which is compromised
to M = 0.89 favoring other design options as discussed in preceding
sections.

Structural design load. factors from the Statement of Work are
+7.0, - 3.0

and are applied to the Basic Flight Design Gross Weight (BFDGW)
which is defined for this study as Design Gross Weight less 40% of the
CAS mission initial fuel:

24300 - .40 x 4552 = 22479 lb
The design limit load on the wing is then 7 x 22479/280 = 562 lb/sq ft
which is used in the calculation of the wing weight. Ultimate load is
1.5 times the design limit load.

A specific list of design requirements is presented below with
comments on the conformity of this design study.

Design Requirements Status

Aircraft shall have a CTOL Aircraft is conventional in design
capability and shall include a except for the SETOLS which
SETOLS has been conservatively designed.

The cushion pressure is 162
lb/sq ft (1.125 psi) which is in
line with current state-of-the-
art.

Aircraft shall be land based The design of the SETOLS has
with capability of takeoff and considered trunk stability and
Ianding from flat terrain such aircraft control in takeoff and
as fields, marshes, lakes and landing at low speed. The
rivers, design as presented should have

acceptable characteristics, see
Appendix A.
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Design Requirements Status

Specified maximum military load This load carried for CAS
Installed avionics 770 lb mission as specified.

4 - TERs 384
12 - Mk 82 6840
4 - pylons 400

Total 8394

Propulsion system shall utilize One P&W STF 529 study turbo-
one or more turbojet or fan engine used
turbofan engines

JP-5 fuel at 6.8 lb/gal shall Fuel weight 6.8 lb/gal
be used

Fuel dumping capability shall Fuel dumping provided at outboard
be provided pylons and through bottom of

fuselage for ferry tank

Aircraft shall have self starting APU provided for self starting
capability

Aircraft shall have an environ- Air conditioning is provided and
mental control and life support oxygen and survival weight is
system included

Speed brakes shall be provided Speed brakes on the aft fuselage
are provided

An ejection seat escape system Ejection seat provided
shall be provided

Aircraft shall be single seat Design has one crew member
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Design Requirements Status

Single point type ground pressure Provided and located on left hand
fueling shall be provided side of fuselage below wing center

section

Provisions for aerial refueling Forward boom type to connect
shall be provided with refueling aircraft drogue.

Boom not included in weight

The avionic system shall provide The specified 770 lb installed
the following functional avionics is incorporated with
capabilities: 35 cu ft space allowed

weapon delivery and distributed in three
stores management locations in the fuselage. No
mission computer work was done with respect to
control and display the avionics system capability.
communication/navigation/

identification
flight system
electronic warfare

External carriage shall be 4 - TERs, 12- Mk 82 and
provided for 4 pylons carried below the wing

4 - TERs (see pg 3 ). No external fuel
12 - Mk 82 (3 per TER) carriage provided as internal fuel
4 -,pylons capacity is sufficient for ferry.
4 - 300 gal ferry fuel tanks

MLDGW (Maximum Landing MLDGW = Design Gross Weight
Design Gross Weight) = TOGW (24300 Ib) - (60% of CAS

for CAS mission minus 60% of mission fuel of 4552 Ib)
maximum internal fuel = 21569 lb
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(b) SETOLS

The SETOLS (Surface Effects Takeoff and Landing System) is another name
for an air cushion landing system, and to date very little development
work has been performed. The present, limited R&D efforts indicate the
potential value of the system for use in landing aircraft on various surfaces
other than runways. These surfaces could be swamps, rivers, lakes, pro-
tected bays, beaches, unimproved fields (even if moderately battlescarred),
snow, ice, etc., as long as they are generally free of large surface disrup-
tions throughout the distances required for landing and takeoff.

The system consists of a large, elastic air container (trunk) attached to the
bottom of the fuselage. Inflating it with low pressure air creates a large,
doughnut-type pad whose planform area (cushion area) is essential to the
support of the vehicle. Discharging the air through controlled orifices in
the bottom of- the trunk produces a positive pressure against this area. suffic-
ient to suspend the vehicle a small distance above a surface. This is an
oversimplification of the system, but many papers are available giving
detailed information on the system principles; therefore more is not warranted
here.

The system uses controlled engine fan bleed air through a sonic orifice to
provide a constant air flow of 39 pounds/second (approximately 510 cu.ft./
second) at 360 pounds/sq. ft. pressure to inflate the trunk and support the
vehicle during takeoff and landing. Four bags or parking bladders are
installed within the trunk and, when inflated to 275 pounds/sq.ft., are
used to support the vehicle when it is not in operation. Brake pads installed
in the bottom of the trunk and actuated pneumatically are used to stop and
hold the vehicle. A suction system, integral with the trunk support structure,
is used to hold the trunk, when deflated, tightly against the fuselage bottom
to prevent it from fluttering in flight.

Trunk

The trunk size and shape are the result of many iterations of trunk planforms
and pressures to minimize the effect on the vehicle's size, configuration and
performance. The trunk configuration chosen is shown on the general arrange-
ment drawing, Page 3, and on Pages 28 and 29. This configuration was
selected because of its continuously curving planforn which will help prevent
flagellation in flight and trunk side flutter in hover while permitting aero-
dynamic shaping of the sponson. The planform width was a compromise
between maximum sponson extension and vehicle roll stability. Thus the
length was established by the cushion area required. This shape contains a
cushion area of 150 sq. ft. which requires a cushion pressure of 162 pounds/
sq. ft. to support the vehicle at its maximum gross weight of 24300 pounds.
Using a trunk pressure of 360 pounds/sq. ft., the cushion to trunk pressure
ratio Pc/PT varies from .45 at maximum gross weight to approximately .27
at minimum gross weight (Figure 5A, App. A).
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The trunk material elongation characteristics used for this design are shown

istics but should not be difficult, as they are similar to existing materials.
Thegirh eongtio raio f,&=3 was chosen as the working design

point, which corresponds to a material tension (T) of 56.25 pounds/inch.
Using this tension, the girth outer radius (r), shown on Page 28, for
a maximum gross weight vehicle in hover, is 22.5 inches and the inner
radius (R) is 40.91 inches. Therefore, the cushion area and inner radius,
R, decrease as the vehicle approaches empty weight.

Jet nozzles or discharge ports are installed on the bottom periphery
(49.528 feet) of the trunk to help provide an air cushion supporting the
vehicle off the surface. The trunk planform and cross-section, Pages

28 and 29 , change with weight or Pc/PT ratio and only at the
design point, maximum gross weight, is..the jet nozzle height (h) constant
around the periphery. At this point, h is approximately .28 inches but
increases at the ends as Pc/PT decreases. This maximum gap is referred
to as Al-. As AH increases, h decreases on the sides to maintain proper
cushion pressure and approaches .09 inches for the empty weight vehicle;
see Fig 13A 4p.A. This gap is caused by the underside of the fuselage
being a different radius than the sponsons, resulting in the elongation, and
thus tensions, being different except at the design point.

The trunk discharge area is 1.4603 sq. ft., which is also the equivalent
area that will permit trunk pressure to remain at 360 pounds/sq. ft. when
the vehicle is out of ground effect. Only a portion (80%) of this area
(1.1682 sq. ft.) is used to help maintain a cushion pressure while the
remainder (.2921 sq. ft.) is outboard of the ground tangent line and is
used for air lubrication. Because a total of 1.5343 sq. ft. is required to
maintain the 162 pounds/sq. ft. cushion pressure, an additional .3661 sq.
ft. is provided through control valves between the trunk and cushion area.
At minimum cushion pressure of 96.5 pounds/sq. ft., the valve area needed
is approximately one-half that required at the design point. This value is
controlled by pressure sensors to maintain the trunk pressure constant; see
Page 30 for the system schematic. The areas and flows are established

4 using a. discharge- coefficient of .66 -and a cushion..to atmosphere discharge
coefficient of 1.0 during a hot day operation.

Slits installed in the bottom of the trunk will become openings or jet
nozzles as the trunk is inflated. They will be sized and distributed, about
the ground tangent line, to obtain the discharge area previously mentioned.
The size and distribution has. not been determined,, as the trunk material
characteristics will affect the configuration of the nozzle opening during
trunk expansion. This determination will have to be made after some
testing. Replaceable nozzle plugs, containing pads to help prevent trunk
abrasion, will be used in conjunction with the slits. Additional abrasive
pads will be required on either side of the area assigned to the discharge
nozzles to help alleviate this condition.
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It was decided to use pneumatically operated braking pads on the bottom
of the trunk in place of suction brakcing because of the additional weight,
volume and complexity required. The pump or f an needed for this system
would also have to withstand contamninated water that could possibly be
ingested during water landings. The braking pads are actuated by pressur-
izing a bag located above the pads with cooled engine bleed fan air at
the command of the pilot. This action forces the pads against the surface,
causing the trunk locally to deflect upwards, venting the remainder of the
cushion pressure. This reduction in cushion lift, forces the trunk to flatten
over the surface creating additional braking from the abrasive pads. Differ-
ential braking, in conjunction with a yaw control nozzle located aft of the
vertical stabilizer, provides directional control at low speeds.

The center of pressure of the cushion is located 6.8 inches forward of the
vehicle C.G. and the centerline of thrust is approximately 7 inches below
the vehicle C.G. Thus the cushion lift and the engine thrust both pro-
duce a positive pitching moment. This moment is balanced by trunk lift
which is approximately W1inches aft of the C.G., plus trunk to surface
friction if the vehicle is moving. For a design gross weight of 24300 lbs.,
max takeoff thrust of 10172 lbs., cushion lift of 22549 lbs. and a trunkI lift of 1751 lbs. the resulting friction force is 875 lbs. assuming a friction
coefficient of .5. This corresponds to an effective friction coefficient for
the vehicle of .036 which is about the some as rolling friction.

The inner and outer periphery of the trunk contains indexed holes for
attachment to the vehicle structure by threaded fasteners to react the trunk
loads and create a seal. The index holes will thus provide the proper
pretension which is approximately 77% at the forward and aft ends and
6%/ on the side. Because of this low pretension, a suction system is used

to prevent flagellation during flight.

Roll stabilizing doors, that retract into the upper surface of the sponsons,
ore installed on each side of the vehicle. These doors help to prevent
roll perturbations and vehicle "lean" during turns and crosswinds. They
ore coupled to the roll axis of the autopilot system and decoupled after
veh icle liftoff.

Perking Bladders

Four elastic bogs, one at each end and on both sides, ore installed within
the trunk and, after inflation, ore used to support the vehicle when it is
not -in use. The bags, or parking -bladders, ore used so that any one, air
leok would still leave the vehicle partially supported. The parking bladders,
when inflated, force the trunk to expand to its design point of -Yj.~ =3,
or approximately 590 cu. ft. of volume. At this point, the bladders ore

*Distance from aircraft c.g. to centrold of aft trunk area flattened against
the ground. (See Figure 14-A, Page A-22).
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pressure relieved at 275 pounds/sq. ft. Inflation is initiated by switching
the engine fan bleed air from the trunk to the bladders. The bleed air
rate of 39 pounds/second (approximately 510 cu. ft./second), fills the
bladders as fast as the bladders can force the air out of the trunk and
the vehicle will settle approximately 3 inches below its hover height.
The trunk is inflated, from the parking position, by engine fan bleed air
while simultaneously venting the bladder to the trunk, causing the bladder
to deflate to its stowed position.

Engine Operategt

Engine fan bleed air, used in operating the system, is captured by a scroll
added to the 5TF-52. engine and then distributed through two exit nozzles. •i

Sonic orifices, culminating in three-way valves, are installed between the
nozzles and the trunk system for control. The valves control the air flow
to the trunk, bladder and a shut-off position. 'The orifices are sized to
permit a constant air flow of 39 pounds/second at a pressure to maintain
360 pounds/sq. ft. in the trunk; the resulting pressure drop reduces the
engine air from approximately 270°F to 128 0F. It is possible, through
further design, that the orifices could be incorporated into a jet pump
system, thus reducing the required flow from the engine, and consequently
the thrust or conversely maintaining the same thrust level and increasing
the flow capability.

To maintain 39 pounds/sec engine fan bleed, the minimum throttle setting
required results in an engine thrust of approximately 2500 pounds, thus
nullifying some of the braking action if not diverted. This force must be
controlled and/or preferably diverted into reverse thrust at landing or
during braking, Lut also some thrust must remain for taxiing. Taxiing
might be accomplished by reducing throttle, and consequently air flow to
the trunk, causing the trunk to partially collapse, thus increasing trunk
drag to balance the thrust. This-technique would have a slow cycle
response, increase trunk abrasion, and put an undue hardship on the pilot
to constantly rebalance the engine because of surface variance. Insuffi-
cient data are available to do such an analysis. A full thrust reverser
would be heavy and could cause some problems through reingestion while

Soperating on unimproved surfaces or water. Although not shown on the

inboard profile drawing, it is planned that diverters be employed for
landing which would redirect the 2500 pounds of thrust up and outward
resulting in no net forward thrust.

A proposed method Is shown on Page 31. This would help prevent
reingestion and impingement of the exhaust on adjacent aircraft or personnel
during taxiing or parking. Taxiing would also be made simpler by manipu-
lating the diverters for the required thrust.
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The near frictionless contact between the vehicle and the surface makes
it mandatory to use a means for directional control at slow speeds other
than aerodynamic controls. Therefore, a yaw control nozzle using engine
exhaust gases is installed at the aft end of the fuselage below the vertical
stabilizer. The gases are directed sideward by eyelid-type diverters to
produce a yawing moment. When not in use, the gases exhaust rearward
for thrust.

Comments anid Recommendations

Some time after the present shape and planform were established, it was
found that other forms may be advantageous but time did not permit a
change.

During the trunk analysis, it was discovered that the running tension
load at the front of the trunk around the inner radius is over 500 pounds/
inch. A larger inner radius is required to reduce this load. Also, the
pretension in the side trunk is low (approximately 6%) and could be
increased by making the bottom radius of the sponsons larger. In fact,
it would be ideal if this radius was the same, or nearly so, over the com-
plete trunk area; however this would result in extension of the sponsons.
These are but two areas where improvements could possibly be achieved,
aid it appears a different plaiform, such as shown on Page 32, would
be better.

If the SETOLS is to be a serious contender for future operations, compre-
hensive design and testing should be instituted, especially as a system
integrated with an acceptable aerodynamic vehicle configuration. Much
needed data could be gleaned from a structural mockup or model containing
a trunk system. The mockup could be self-propelled aid used for all
ground testing of braking systems, jet nozzle configurations, abrasion protec-
tion, trunk..dynamics including forwardly propelled drop tests, etc. Also,
airborne testing for temperature effects, trunk flutter, inflation loading, high

j speed effects, etc., could be done using the mockup or model affixed to
the underside of a suitable aircraft or a ground track sled vehicle.

It is unknown, aid even questionable, that on elastic trunk system could be
developed for use on the exterior of a high Mach Number aircraft. There-
fore, work should be done on an inelastic system that could be mechanically

* retracted into a protected compartment. An inelastic trunk system would
have some new aid different problems thai an elastic system, but conversely
could alleviate some.
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(c) Subsystems

Flight Control - Flight is controlled by a fly-by-wire totally electric
subsystem. Pilot flight commands are inputs to a central computer from
which outputs are commands to electro-mechanical actuators at the
control surfaces. By incorporating the V/n diagram as part of the
central computer program, flight commands could never cause the
vehicles to exceed the safe structural limitations. An override pro-
vision must be permitted, in an emergency at the pilot's discretion, so
that the V/n diagram would be expanded to the ultimate structural
limitations. Additional inputs from sensors, such as altitude, attitude,
velocities, accelerations, heading, etc., would be required for the
computer to make proper judgments and consequential outputs. All
computer inputs and outputs are relayed via fiber optics to and from
miniprocessors located at the various termini.

In the 1995 time frame, electro-mechanical actuators should be weight
to power competitive with any other mode of actuation. Thus, the
R&M would be improved if for no other reason than the elimination of
additional subsystems for the source of power. A high reliability should
be obtainable through redundancy of major components in the system.

Electrical - The electrical subsystem is basically an AC/DC system
deriving its energy from engine-driven alternators (prime), an APU
(standby) or battery/inverter (emergency). AC is used for all power
systems, while the DC is provided to maintain the battery charge and
for some discrete commands. All power transmission is by hard wire
controlled with discrete commands relayed via fiber optics to and from
miniprocessors. This should provide the lightest weight system even
though "battle damaged" hardened by redundancy.I Avionics - The avionics-system was specified at 770 pounds and 28

cubic feet installed. It is intended for the major components to be
installed immediately forward and aft of STA 188.0 (approximately the
aft end of the canopy) forward of which is environmentally controlled.
The usable volume between the pilot's seat and STA 188.0 is approxi-
mately 20 cubic feet and will contain those components needing
environmental control. The useful volume immediately aft of STA 188.0
is approximately 15 cubic feet and will contain the remainder of the
components. Servicing of this section will be through a door in the top
and through the open canopy area for those components forward. The
armor protection required in the pilot's compartment will thus provide
some degree of protection for those components installed in the cockpit
area.

Life Support - The cockpit, pilot's pressure suit and selected avionics
equipment will be supplied with conditioned air from the ECS (environ-
mental control system). The ECS will use high temperature, high
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pressure engine bleed air and consist of air-to-air heat exchangers, an
expansion device and pressure/temperature regulating, mixing and
control valves. It will be used to select and control cockpit tempera-
tures and pressures, pressure suit operation including G-system, necessary
avionics cooling and pressurization, defogging and emergency ram air
operation. In addition, a LOX system will supply oxygen to the pressure
suit in emergencies.

An "any attitude zero velocity" ejection seat is installed for pilot escape.
Canopy ejection will be mandatory because of the intended use of high
strength, bullet-resistant glass.

(d) Propulsion System

Engine Installation - Installation information for the STF-529 engine is
limited because it has not been built, but it is assumed installation can
be made using standard practices. Provisions are made to remove the
empennage and part of the aft fuselage as a unit to permit the install-
ation and removal of the engine. A door in the top of the fuselage will
allow access and inspection of the accessory section which is located at
the top front of the engine. Additional access doors are provided at
other special points of interest.

The fuselage is extended to provide tailpipe protection during water
landings and to attempt to reduce the IR signature. The basic IR energy
will be reduced below that for comparable present-day engines because
of the lower exhaust temperatures resulting from mixing the fan and core
gases prior to expulsion from the tailpipe.

The air inlets are quite long because of the engine position required in
the fuselage for proper balance and the need to have the inlets high
on the fuselage to help prevent water ingestion. Additional inlet area
will be required for high engine thrust at no, or low, vehicle velocities
and will be provided through pressure-balanced "suck-in" doors. As
greater knowledge is obtained of the engine characteristics, it may be
possible .to use an inflatable bulb on the inlet lip in place of "suck-in"
doors.

The engine starter is a hot gas turbine-type deriving its energy from
the APU which also is used as standby electrical power source. The
vehicle battery is used to start the APU.

Fuel System - The entire mission fuel is contained within the wing,
with the center section fuel protected in a self-sealing fuel bladder
(1150-pound capacity) sized for 50 CAL projectiles. The wing fuel
tanks extend to 63% of semi-span (WS155) and can accommodate a
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total of 4600 pounds of fuel plus 7% ullage. An additional tank with
3200 pounds capacity is housed in the bottom of the fuselage and is
intended for use during ferry operations. (Space is available if a
greater range is desired).

All fuel is transferred to the center section tank, from which the engine
is supplied, via boost pumps located in a negative G sump. A single
point refueling valve with associated control valves, for wing tanks or
ferry tank, is located on the left hand side of the fuselage below the
wing center section. Hand filling can be done through receptacles
mounted on the upper surface of the wing for each outboard tank.
Because of the fuel volume available, only provisions for an inflight
refueling boom is provided on the right hand side of the fuselage for-
ward of the sponsoris. Wing fuel dump provisions are provided in both
outboard pylons (WS155) and through the bottom of the fuselage for
the ferry tank.

Lubrication - The engine oil is stored in a tank located on the lower
left nad side of the fuselage. Access for replenishment is made when
the trunk stability doors are extended. Skin radiation is used for
cooling but, if greater heat transfer is needed, the alternate hat sections
of the trunk support structure could be used as a radiator.

(e) Structures

The structural weight was assumed to be less than that determined from
empirical equations for present day conventional construction. This
reduction was predicated on the use of improved materials, composite
construction techniques and other technical advancements existing in the
I99 decade. Even so, it is intended that metal monocoque construc-
tion be wsed in most primary load paths.

The major structural difference between a conventional aircraft anud one
equipped with SETOLS is in the trunk support area. This results from

4 the pressure required in the trnk and cushion area to support the
aircraft. It is envisioned that this area would be constructed of double
skins separated by corrugations or a continuous hat section with each
alternate section spanning a row of perforations (holes or slits) in the
outer skin. By mcmifolding these alternate sections to a suction source,
a positive pressure can be maintained against the external surface of
the trunk. This external force would help the trunk pretension to hold
it firmly against the bottom when deflated. This, or a similar method,
will be mandatory to prevent trunk flagellation at high speeds or during
maneuvers. Warm air could also be circulated through each remaining
hat section to help maintain trunk flexibility during exposure to extreme
cold.
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The fuselage size was dictated by the maximum diameter of the engine
and the area necessary to support the trunk system. The latter results
in a sponson-type structure on the bottom of the fuselage which contrib-
utes to the vehicle drag. However, this increased volume does have
some benefits, such as providing sufficient buoyancy in the event of a
deflated trunk and/or parking bladder, providing enough room for addi-
tional fuel tankage (sufficient fuel to perform the 2500 NM ferry
mission without external tanks), permitting the installation of the valving
and plumbing necessary to control trunk and bladder inflation and also
room for additional miscellaneous equipment. The entire fuselage in
the area of the sponsons (WL60) down to the bottom is sealed against
water entry. All maintenance and access doors would be above this
area.

It appears that from 16 to 20 inches could be removed from the length
of the fuselage and approximately six inches in depth and still have
adequate volume for all the necessary equipment. Because of time
constraints, this was not analyzed for its effect on performance; there-
fore, it remains in this design for potential growth.

Dual spars are used in the wing at 13% and 68% of the chord to
provide volume for the basic mission fuel. Close out ribs are located
at the intersection with the fuselage (BL 27) and at the outboard pylon
(WS155) which is also the extremity of the fuel tank area. From this
station, outer panels would finish out the span of the wing and contain
the ailerons.

Flaps, located from the side of the fuselage to 70% of the semi-span,
comprise the last 27% of the wing chord. The leading edge contains
deicing provisions, and all electrical wiring and plumbing is aft of the
rear spar. The integration of the trunk system could be improved if
the wing could be blended into the bottom of the fuselage, but it
would then be difficult to provide clearance for the external stores.

The entire horizontal tail is movable for trim with full span elevators
compromising the trailing 25% chord. Spars are located at 30% 'and
70% of chord, with the forward spar reacting all bending loads.
Installation or removal can be made after removing the vertical tail
trailing edge fairing.

The vertical tail contains two spars at 25% and 70% of chord, with a
rudder comprising the trailing 25% chord. The rear spar coincides with
the fuselage frame that supports the horizontal tail.

The rear end of the fuselage is split for removal to provide for engine
installation. For normal maintenance, a semi-structural access door
is provided in the top of the fuselage over the engine accessory section.
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(f) Aerospace Ground Equipment (including assessment of peculiar ground

support equipment - PSGE)

The vehicle readiness is determined through its onboard instrumentation
and automatic checkout, which is part of the central computer program,
making it self-sufficient except for flight expendables. This method
provides detection and identification of any LRU (line replaceable unit)
that needs replacement. Using this concept will reduce the standard
support equipment necessary for maintaining flight readiness in remote
areas. Unfortunately, this concept does not alleviate the requirement
for some peculiar equipment for this vehicle.

Some special equipment and potential solutions are needed for:

(1) Elevating and moving the vehicle resulting from trunk and/or
bladder failure.

Potential solutions: (a) aircraft wrecker and a mobile cart,
(b) bolt-on jacks with built in wheels, or (c) built-in jacks
(which would increase vehicle weight).

(2) Vehicle support during trunk or bladder replacement.

Potential solutions: (a) standard aircraft jacks, (b) same
as (b) above, or (c) support stands.

(3) Pretensioning the trunk during replacement.

Potential solutions: (a) clamps around the periphery of the
trunk, which ore bolted to the structure, to stretch the
trunk through camming action, or (b) reduce pretension to a
level permitting installation by hand.

(4) Trunk or bladder hole repair.

Potential solutions: (a) tire and tube type repair kit, or
(b) develop special plugs.

(5) Empenn age and engine removal.

Potential solution: (a) special slings and mobile hoist.

(6) Empennage and engine support.

Potential solutions: (a) standard "Air Log" type mobile stands
with special support adapters, (b) built-up stands, (c) modified
shipping containers.
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AREAS THAT WARRANT FURTHER STUDY

(1) Parking bladder failure or puncture could result in the vehicle resting on its
understructure. Also, a large portion of the understructure is occupied by the
trunk system. Therefore, little area remains for anitenna placement to prevent
cross coupling, proper pattern coverage or breakage.

(2) Wave action could be responsible for the penetration of a wing tip during
lending or takeoff on water, resulting in damnage to the vehicle or injury to
the pilot. The wave height or sea state limitations should be established or
buoyancy requirements for the wing tips determined. Whatever is used for
wing tip buoyanicy should contain a skid for ground protection in the event of
a bladder or roll stabilization system failure.

(3) An elastic trunk system was used for this study because some data end test
results were available. Very little or, in some areas, no data exists on
inelastic systems, but they appear to offer a better solution to flagellation at
high speed flight if a reasonable retraction system, into a protected compart-
ment, could be developed. Further work in this area may be justifiable.

(4) The minimum engine RPM or thrust level is high (approximately 2500 pounds of
thrust) to maintain the required air flow to the trunk. In order to take full
advantage of the braking system during landing, a meenis of eliminating or
reversing this thrust is required. A full thrust reverser could produce undesir-
able reingestion, especially when used on unimproved or water surfaces. The
partial employment of a full thrust reverser to control the minimum thrust would
produce an undesirable conical dispersion on adjacent parked aircraft or ground
personnel. Therefore, a diverter to control only the 2500 pounds should be
lighter end give better control of the exhaust gases. It is unique because it
will be required to reverse or nullify a minimum thrust after landing yet permit
enough thrust for taxiing.

*(5) The trunk dynamics and their effect on the vehicle at speeds below aerodynamic
control velocities have not been studied. The worst of these effects results in
pitch, roll and heave perturbations that could possibly become unstable under
certain conditions. These actions have appeared on at least one full scale test
vehicle. Using roll stabilizers controlled by the roll channel of the autopilot
is only a partial solution end needs further analysis. But solutions for pitch
oscillations and vertical perturbations are not as readily available. Just the
simple things, such ca a changing friction coefficient on the dragging trunk
surface, con excite these two conditions end, when coupled with varying terrain
end maneuvers, it becomes worse. A possible solution could be roll end pitch
reaction nozzles, thereby eliminating the need for roll stabilizing doors, end
couple the nozzles to the pitch end roll axis of the autopilot. This would not
eliminate heave, as heave is caused by cushion pressure variations. But this
should result in low amplitude, low frequency perturbations end may not be too
disturbing to the pilot. One solution is always available, end that is to stop
the forward motion of the vehicle. A true simulation would require a complex
computer program. Further study is needed in this area.
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APPENDIX A

TRUNK ANALYSIS

The trunk planform used for this study was originally sized for the following design
conditions:

(GW) - Maximum Design Weight = 27000 Lb
(Pc/PT) - Cushion/Trunk Pressure Ratio = 0.5
PC - Cushion Pressure 180 PSFG

P - Trunk Pressure = 360 PSFG
w - Maximum Cushion Width = 8.75 Ft (Approx 20% Wing Span)
AC - Cushion Area = 150 Sq Ft
SW - Wing Area = 315 Sq Ft

In addition to the above design conditions, it was decided that the trunk planform
would be "egg" shape to improve trunk stability, maximize trunk width, and mini-
mize the ground tangent circumference, for a given cushion area. The selected
trunk shape will also maximize the trunk footprint at landing impact.

The outer trunk radius (r), at the design hover condition, was sized by static hover
over water. That is, the aircraft would not be allowed to sink to a depth greater
than the outer trunk radius (r).

The above design constraints are all reasonable, when compared with previous studies,
with the possible exception of the trunk width. The trunk width was a compromise
between roll stiffness requirements during ground operations and the size of the
external fairing (sponsons) required to mount the trunk system. A low wing config-
uration would be preferable and would permit the installation of a more optimum
trunk planform; however, the design requirement for the aircraft to carry 12-MK-82
stores under the wing seems to dictate a high wing configuration. To improve the
roll stiffness of this configuration, roll stabilizers were added.

To meet the static flotation requirements, a mimimum outer trunk radius (r) of 22.5
inches is required. This resulted in an inner trunk radius (R) of 45 inches for the
design cushion/trunk pressure ratio of 0.5. These trunk radii did not allow suf-
ficient space to attach the inner trunk to the bottom of the aircraft. The design
cushion/trunk pressure ratio was reduced to 0.45, which resulted in a trunk inner
radius (R) of 40.909 inches and permitted sufficient space (minimum) to attach the
inner trunk to the bottom of the aircraft. The trunk pressure was raised to 400
PSFG to obtain the 0.45 pressure ratio.

The above design constraints resulted in the cushion footprint and the trunk cross-
section shown in Figure IA.

The aircraft was then resized using new engine data (P&W STF-529) and the trunk
configuration described above. The aircraft gross weight was reduced to
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W =24300 pounds, and the wing area was reduced to 280 square feet. The
fncushion planform and trunk cross-section used for this study (Figure 1A)

are based on the following design conditions:

w TO 24300 Lb

= 162 PSFG

P T 360 PSFG

*A = 150 Ft2C
SW =280 Ft 2

w = 8.75 Ft (Approx. 21.3% Wing Span)

if time had permitted, the cushion width would have been increased and the cushion
length reduced to increase the radius of the inner attach line at the forward torus
(as shown on Page 34). This would reduce the stress on the trunk materials and
improve roll stiffness.

The requirement for the elastic trunk to hug the bottom of the fuselage when it is
deflated requires the use of two-way stretch material with a programmed memory.
For this study, the trunk material was assumed to be similar to that used for the
XC-BA program. The trunk is constructed of nylon tire chord wound around a
natural rubber core. This is sandwiched between natural rubber sheets and molded
into a homogenous sheet. The attachment holes and nozzles are also molded into
the trunk material. By varying the number of coils per inch, the individual tapes
can be programmed to have the desired elongation characteristics. The material
stretch characteristics assumed for this study are shown in Figure 2A. These
characteristics represent the average conditions.

For the design hover conditions, the ratio of relaxed length to stretched length
2)of the trunk material is 3.0 with a tension of 56.25 lb/i*n (at the ground

tnetline). When deflated, the trunk elongation ratio, prestretch, varies
from 1.066 on the sides to 1.77 at each end. The bottom surface of the aircraft
is curved to minimize trunk flagellation during flight. The radius of curvature on
the bottom of the aircraft varies from 300 inches at the front and rear to 54.3 inches
on the sides. This results in the trunk tension, when deflated, to be 3 pounds per
inch and 19 pounds per inch on the sides and ends, respectively. If the tension in
the trunk material is:

T = Ap xR Lb/in

Then Ap = T/R

Where: Ap = the differential pressure (psi) across the trunk
material required to pull the material away
from the fuselage.

R = the radius of curvature (in)
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Trunk Ends Ap = 19/300 = .0633 psi

Trunk Sides Ap = 3/54.3 = .05525 psi

It is anticipated that in high speed flight at low altitudes, the differential pressure
across the trunk material might be as high as 1.0 psi. It was therefore concluded
that prestretch of the trunk material by itself would not be sufficient to hold the
trunk material against the bottom of the fuselage in the trunk deflated configura-
tion. Therefore, a suction system has been utilized to hold the deflated trunk in
place during flight (see Page 25).

The equations used to determine the tension in the trunk material at the design
hover condition are defined on Figure 3A. The calculated trunk tensions are sum-
marized in the table shown on Figure 4A.

The effect of cushion/trunk pressure ratio on various trunk parameters during hover
was calculated. These data are presented in Figures 5A through 9A. The relation
between cushion lift and pressure ratio is shown in Figure 1OA.

Parking

To park the aircraft, four bladders inside the trunk are inflated to 275 PSFG. The
trunk pressure was selected such that maximum stretch ratio (fore and aft trunk torus)
was 3.0, and the cushion pressure was zero (P C'PT =0).- This resulted in a trunk

radius of 29.4 inches for the forward and aft torus, and a trunk radius of 26.76
incdhes at the sides, when no load is on the trunk. However, due to the trunk
a#,jchment locations, the distance from fuselage hard structure to the bottom of the
trunk (H) is 33.6 inches and 30 inches for the sides and ends of the trunk,
respectively. Calculations were made to determine the distance from the ground to
the bottom of the aircraft (H) as a function of aircraft gross weight when setting
on the inflated parking bladders. The results of these calculations are presented in
Figure I A.

With the parking bladders inflated, it is possible to park the aircraft in water. At
maximum gross weight (24300 pounds), the aircraft would float with the hard struc-

A ture approximately six inches out of the water.
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Air Flow

*Design Conditions

1. Cushion Area (Ac) = 150 Ft2

2. Cushion Perimeter (C) = 49.528 Ft

3. Cushion Press (P = 162 PSFG

4. T.O. Weight (WTo) = 24300 Lb

5. Trunk Pressure (PT) = 360 PSFG

6. PC/PT .45

7. Engine Bleed Air Press (P = 36.7 PSIA

8. Engine Bleed Air Temp (TE) = 7300 R

Assumptions

1. Twenty percent (20%) of the air flow from the trunk will be
discharged to atmosphere (outside the ground tangent line of
the trunk) to provide an air bearing when the trunk is flattened
against the ground.

2. Bleed air from the engine will pass through a sonic orifice to
provide a constant air flow.

3. Trunk pressure will be maintained at a constant pressure
(PT = 360 PSFG). Variable orifices (controlled by trunk
pressure) will vary the trunk flow to the cushion to maintain
a constant trunk pressure.

4. Total Air Flow (Wa) = 39.00 lb/sec

Note: This air flow was calculated earlier, based on a mean
air gap (9) = .25 in. The engine was sized for takeoff at the
air flow. The mean air gap (h) is corrected, herein, based on
the updated bleed air temperature and pressure shown above.

5. Discharge Coefficient (Cd)

(a) Cd = .66 (from trunk)

(b) C = 1.0 (from cushion)
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Basic Equations

1. Air flow from trunk to atmosphere (hover)
0.5

(Wa) = Pg Cd (Aj)l [2 g PT/Pg]

(A) = Area trunk orifices to atmos (Ft )
1

PT = 360 PSFG

,g = .070623 Lb/Ft3

Cd = .66

(W ) = 26.7061 (A)(W)1 Aj)1

2. Air flow from trunk to cushion (hover)
0.5

(W a) 2 = p g Cd [ (A) 2 + (Av) ] [2g (PT-Pc)/Og9

(A) = Area trunk orifices to cushion (Ft2)(Aj2

A = Area variable trunk vents to cushion (Ft )

P T = 360 PSFG
PC = 162 PSFG

l g = .074452 Lbs/Ft3

Cd = .66

(W 20.3347 [(A + AIi (Wa2  [Aj 2

3. Air flow from cushion to atmosphere (hover)

C(W) pg (Cd) C h [2g Pc/Ag] 0 5

3 3
C = Cushion perimeter (Ft)

= Mean air gap (Ft)
PC = 162 PSFG

0g = .070623 (Lb/Ft 3 )
Cd = 1.0

(W ) 1344.3870
3
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Determine Mean Air Gap (1)

(Wa) = (Wo) 2

. [(Aj) + Al = 66.1129 12 v

(Wa) To t  (Wa) I + (Wa) 2

But (Wa = .2 (Wa)

a (W)T = (W) /.8 = 1680.4838 F = 39.00
•" a Tot 2

Then h .023208 Ft (.2785 in)

Determine Area of Orifices in Trunk

1. Area of trunk orifices to atmosphere (hover)

(A = .2 (w ) /26.7061 = .29207 Ft2

1 Trot
2. Area of trunk orifices to cushion in free air

Variable vents closed and PT = 360 PSFG and/og =.07062 3 Ibs/ft

(W 39.0 26.7061 [(A +1

o'.(Aj) = (39/26.7061) - (A j)

~2

= 1.16827 Ft
2

3. Total orifice area in trunk

(Aj) t = (Aj) + (A J)2

Then (Aj) = 1.46034 Ft
2

t - _

I(A) = .20

t
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Determine Maximum Required Variable Vent Area
from Trunk to Cushion (To Maintain PT = 360 PSFG)

From Above

(A) + A = 66.1129 I Ft 2

= .023208 Ft2

2
(A) = 1.16827 Ft

2

Total flow area to cushion at design hover

A + (A J) = 1.5343 Ft2

Then A = .36605 Ft2

v

Summary of Data at Design Hover Condition

Weight Takeoff (WTO) 24300 Lb

Cushion Area (Ac) 150 Ft2

Cushion Pressure (Pc 162 PSFG

Trunk Pressure (PT) 360 PSFG

Cushion Perimeter (C) 49.528 Ft

Air Flow (Total) (W) 39.00 Lb/Sec

2
Trunk Orifice Area (As) 1.4603 Ft (20% of this is outboard

t of ground tangent)

2*
Variable Vent Area (Av) .36605 Ft (Trunk to cushion)

Mean Air Gap () .023208 Ft**

Air Temperature in trunk 128.80 F
Air Temperature in Cushion 115 0 F
Air Temp Discharged to

Atmosphere 103 F

* Varies with P PT. Equal to zero in free air.

**The effect of P PT on r is shown on Figures 12A and 13A.
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Summary of Data at Design Hover Condition (cont'd)

Air Density - Trunk = .0790 Lb/Ft3

Air Density - Cushion = .07445 Lb/Ft3

Air Density - Discharged
to Atmosphere = .07062 Lb/Ft3

Trunk Drag (Takeoff)

The center of pressure of the air cushion is located 6.8 inches ahead of the
aircraft c.g. During taxi operations, this will cause some of the aircraft
weight to be supported by the aft end of the trunk. The drag force due to
flattening part of the trunk against the ground will tend to stabilize the air-
craft directionally. A force diagram is shown in Figure 14A.

(T-D)b + aW L
LT (a + c + icD Lifton Trunk (Lbs)

F = P LT  = Drag on Trunk (Lbs)

At Takeoff (Low Speed)

a = 6.8 in
b = 7.0 in

c* 91.0 in
d = 74.5 in

(T-D) 10172 lbs (D = 0 at low speed)
W = 24300 lbs (maximum G.W.)

p LT  F LC  (1)eff

.4 1853 741 22447 .0305

.5 1751 875 22549 .0360

.6 1659 996 22641 .0410

It is apparent from the calculations shown above that the maximum trunk drag
during takeoff is approximately 740 to 1000 pounds. This is roughly equiva-
lent to the rolling coefficient of conventional landing gear.

*c is distance from aircraft c.g. to centroid of aft trunk area flattened

against the ground.
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Trunk Drag (Braking)

The force diagram for the braking condition is shown in Figure 15A. To
check the nose down attitude of the aircraft during braking (plough-in),
the following assumptions were made:

W = 21569 Lb (Maximum landing weight)

PCPT = .061 (After brake applied and
cushion vented)

PC = 22 PSFG
P= 360 PSFG

(Ac) = 108.8-27.1 = 81.7 Ft (AA = 27.1 due to flattening
eff trunk on ground)

pt = k p .2 5 p (Air lube on trunk)

(T-D) = 0
a = 6.8 in (Reference Figure 15A)
b = 7.0 in "i "i

c = 2 9 in o o f

d = 79.5 in ""

e 75 in to

L C 81.7 x 22 = 1798 (Lb)

Lt  W-Lc-L b  = 197 7 1-Lb (Lb)

F = p (Lb + k Lt) = p [Lb + k (19 77 1-Lb)] p (.75 Lb+ 4 94 3 )

S(T-D) b + (Lc) a + 19771 e - 4943 dj

Ii,(c + e + .75 dp)

Using data from Figure 16A and substituting into the equation for Lb, the
effective braking coefficient and plough-in angle were calculated as a
function of p.
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* Fb 'tLT(Peff FRI W

71 n1 ~ Ms E~ ([& (G~) (dOg9)

.3 75.0 11333 8438 19771 4033 .1870 -1.81 21569
.35 76.0 10977 8794 19771 4612 .2138 -1.83 21569
.40 77.0 10643 9128 19771 5170 .2397 -1.85 21569
.45 78.0 10328 9443 19771 5710 .2647 -1.87 21569
.50 79.0 10067 9704 19771 6247 .2896 -1.89 21569
.55 80.0 9717 10054 19771 6727 .3119 -1.91 21569
.60 81.0 9452 10319 19771 7219 .3347 -1.94 21569

The effective braking coefficient is equal to FAN and is plotted as a function
of the braking coefficient on the brake pads (Figure 17A). The landing cal-
culations for this report are based on an effective braking coefficient of .27.
This will require a brakingj coefficient of .465 on the brake pads. Selected
design value of p = .465 is reasonable for normal landing surfaces; in fact,
values up to .8 might be attained on dry concrete. For other landing surfaces,
such as grass, sod, ice, snow, etc., very little data exist to predict the
braking coefficient for an air cushion system with pillow brakes. Other systems,
such as suction braking, might be used with better results. One possible problem
with suction braking could be foreign object ingestion when operated over
unimproved or wet surfaces.

The plough-in angles associated with the braking system presented herein should
not exceed -2 degrees on hard surfaces. This is low enough to preclude any
problems such as pilot discomfort and/or damage to the aircraft.

The above calculations to determine the effective braking coefficient during
landing ground run do not account for the favorable effect of deflected thrust
(see discussion on Page 28 and Figure 4 on Page 33). The deflected thrust
will create a positive pitching moment around the c.g. This will increase the
lift required in the brake pads (Lb and result in a higher effective braking
coefficient.

If it is assumed that the minimum thrust of 2500 pounds is deflected 45 degrees
from vertical, with a turning efficiency of 70%, the resultant vertical force
vector will be approximately 1250 pounds. The effective moment arm of this
thrust vector is approximately 140 inches. Calculations show that this moment
will increase the effective braking coefficient about 12-14% (shown on Figure
17A). The plough-in angle will reduce approximately .01 to .02 degrees.

It will be necessary to deflect a portion of the thrust during taxi operations,
as the thrust required for taxiing is less than the minimum thrust of 2500
pounds needed to produce the design airflow to the trunk. The moment due

4 to the deflected thrust will increase the drag during taxi approximately 50
percent. This is due to the increased lift (Lt ) required on the aft portion of
the trunk to balance the thrust moment. The increased drag of the trunk,
during taxi, Is desirable because it will improve the ground handling character-
Istics (yaw and drift).
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APPENDIX B

AERODYNAMICS

This Appendix consists of the following sections:

(1) Minimum Low Speed Drag
(2) Transonic Drag Rise and Drag-Due-To-Lift
(3) Stores Drag
(4) Total Drag
(5) Lift and Drag with Flop Deflection
(6) Takeoff Performance
(7) Landing Performance
(8) Tail Sizing

Most of the following data are for input to the computer programs that compute
all of the performance except for Takeoff and Landing which is shown in
sections (6) and (7). Computed data are in Appendix F.

Drag estimates for the early preliminary work, summarized in Appendix E, were
done with approximations that were updated as the design development progressed.
Block coefficients were used to estimate wetted area and some anticipation of
the final fuselage size and wing geometry was incorporated. Final drag data
check reasonably well with these earlier approximations when configuration develop-
ment changes are considered. Therefore conclusions based on the preliminary work
are considered reliable and no recycling of the earlier configurations to incorporate
final data is needed.

Reference is made to the text of the report for dimensions, particularly the three
view drawing on page 3 and the tabulation on page 8 . In addition, other
data are used as follows:

bexposed wing 36.5 ft

Sexposed wing 234.4 sq ft

geometric washout 3 deg

Cli (camber) 0.20

L.E. radius/chord .02 for t/c = .12

Ac/2 wing 20.6 deg

R , length fuselage 42 ft

(SWET)F , wetted area fuselage
from section cuts
plotted page B-3 834.7 sq ft
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Retracted trunk area,
effectively the cushion area 150 sq ft

(SOF )Max, Max. cross section
ara ) fuselage from
section cuts plotted page B-4 34.2 sq ft

(R/dX USE fineness ratio

fuselage = 42/(4 x 34.2,11) 0 "5  
- 6.365

l(SVF) + -rig a V11'inlet ducts capture) 40. 0 sq ft
w(page B-4)

Total fineness ratio =42/(4 x 40/1)0.5 - 5.885

S*, )Max, Max cross section

area canopy from
section cuts plotted page B-4 4.3 sq ft

Reynolds No. (Representative), RN = 2 x 106/ft

Method - reference is made to the data of General Dynamics, Convair
Division, TN-70-AM-01 dated 23 March 1970 by R. E. Craig, which has
been distributed by Convair, on request, to the Navy, Airforce and others.
Craig's first reference is to Linden and O'Brinski's paper "Some Procedures
for use in Performance Prediction of Proposed Aircraft Designs" presented to
the Society of Automotive Engineers Oct. 1965, Pub., 650800. He lists
many other references.

(1) Minimum Low Speed Drag

From the plotted data in the above referenced method, equations wereIdeveloped to fit the plots for computer input. The following shows this
development.

Af (equivalent drag area - sq ft) for the wing
9x 106  0.11

DS RN ) Swing

CDs = Drag coeff. = .0052 + .018 (t/c) Max
= .0052 + .018 x 0. 12 = .00736 where

t/c at root is used as effective value

RN = 2 x 106 x (89.8/12) = 15 x 106 where c is used as
effective length

ACDs = drag addition due to leading edge irregularity caused

by leading edge lift devices. No such devices are used but
the addition is retained to account for leading edge roughness.
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SANDAIRE

AC = x .000634

Afwing = [00736 (9/15)0-11 + .0006341 x 280* = 2.126

9 x 106 0.11
Afvert 1.35 CDs ( RN SV exposed

CDs = .0040 + .018 (t/c) Root = .00616

RN 2 x 106 x (70/12) = 11.7 x 106.

SVExp. = SV = 47.5 sq ft

Afvert 1.35 x .00616 x (9/11.7)011 x 47.5 = 0.384 sq ft

AfHori z = Same basis

CD S = .00616

RN 2 x 106 x (54-5/12) = 9.1 x 106

SHExp = SH

AfHoriz = 1.35 x .00616 (9/9.1011 x 67.1 0.557 sq ft
Cf -VE

AfFuse = CfFP x Cfp) SWET

(" -P) = Overspeed correction factor to account for shape,
CfFP roughness, leakage etc.

I + 60 (+ .0 d)F use
)1+ 3 Fuse + .0025

= 1 + 60/(6.365)3 + .0025 x 6.365

= 1.2486

CfFP Turbulent flat plate skin friction coefficient including
compressibility effects at the start of zero lift drag rise
Mach No., MR = 0.7525 from section (2).

2.58 0.653
1.697 1 2Cfp n (2 x 10W x k xA.f)

k = 0.25 to account for the typical termination of CfFP
decrease with Reynolds No. due to roughness.

1.697 ( 0125 x 0.7525.)0653

CfFp = In( 2 x 16 x .25 x2 + 0.125 x

= .00256

* By using this area, instead of SExp' wing-fuse. interference is accounted for.
By using this area, instead of SHExp, tail-fuse interference is accounted for.

B-5
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SANDAIRE

SWET (effective to account for the drag of the retracted trunk)

= SWET + (cushion area) x 0.30 where it is assumed
the retracted trunk increases the skin friction drag 30%

- 834.7 + 0.30 x 150 = 879.7 sq ft

AfFUSE .00256 x 1.2486 x 879.7 = 2.812 sq ft

AfCanopy. = .05 x (.fc)Max , the .05 being an assumed drag

coefficient.

= .05 x 4 . 3 = 0.215 sq ft

Afcamber & twist =k0.7 X Ex p. wing

CLk = lift coefficient for minimum drag

0.15 (C, x E--) + CLktwist

CLk twist = .002312/deg at RN = 15 x 106

= .002312 x 3= .006936

CLk = 0.15(0.20 x 234.5/280) + .006936

= .03206

Afcamber & twist = 0.7 x .032062 x 234.5 = 0.169

4 pylons & misc. = 0.90

Atot = 2.126 + 0.384 + 0.557 + 2.812

+ 0.215 + 0.169 + 0.90 7.163

CDmin, Low Speed = 7.163/280 = .0256

Computer calculation of the above minimum drag, with the same inputs, gave
essentially the same value as shown by the following printout copy.
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SANDAIRE

2.126034051 FW
.3833408937 FV
.5577646139 FH
2.809684437 FF

0. FN
0.215 FC

.1687678707 FT
0.9 FM

7.160591866 F

.0255735424 CDM

(2) Transonic Drag Rise and Drag-Due-To-Lift

As for minimum drag, in section (1) above, equations were developed from
the referenced method plotted data to fit the plots for computer input.
Mach. No. for the start of drag rise is:

MR = MDD - 0.12

Where MDD = drag divergence Mach No. and the variation

of drag coefficient with Mach No. is 0.10.

MDD = 0.92 + .07 - [1/(AR x t/c x co.e/\/4 )wing - 4.

Where MDDo is the drag div3rgence Mach No. at zero lift and
the .07 factor is added based on qualitative information about
the NASA advanced airfoil sections in delaying the drag rise.

M 11
DD = 0.92 + .07 - 1/(6 x 0.12 x cos 250) -4.5

= 0.8725

MR 0.8725 - 0.12 = 0.7525 at zero lift

The drag divergence Mach I-, ., decrease with lift is

AMDD - C, [.05 + kA (t/c - .04)]

kA is empirical and

= A{[(Bc/4)wing - 5 j2.6 / 3631 + 0.5

= [(25 - 5)262/23J + 0.5 = .707

B-7



SANDAIRE

AMDD - CL [.05 + .707 (.12- .04)"

- O. 06 6CL

The drag rise with Mach No.,ACDM, is given by two equations.

For (M-MDD) less than .015

ACI 000 [r-(M-MDg$J12j Vs
DM 0

AC DM =.0080 -. -1 LE 0.74 3j !nW

M free stream Mach No.

MDD - MDD °  - AMDD

SExpwIV = exposed area wing and tail

- 234.4 + 67.1 + 47.5 = 349 sq ft

SWing = 280 sq ft

For (M - M )DD greater than .015

AC =[2.7817 (M -M + 0.3163 x SExpWHVing

For computer input, ACDM was developed through the transonic range
to M = 1.2, even though this aircraft will not fly at these speeds.
This development is omitted here.
Drag-due-to-lift,

ACDL = (CL - Clu)2/(,rx AR e)

Where CLk is the lift coefficient for minimum drag and is computed
in section (1) above as CIk = .03206 which is constant to the start
of drag rise. For higher Mach No.,

.03206(CLk)M>MR =0026"(" . M - MR,

= .03206 - .03206
02 1-.2 (M - MR)

= .03206 - 0.1295 (M - MR)

MR for zero lift

B-8



SANDAIRE

eMa x  function of (AR, X Ac/4, tI/c )

0.842 (from page B-10)

eMa x decreases with M greater than MR

M-MR 12
eM = (e (eM - eM .2 )x [M-MR]

e~l 1/ x AR (ACDL/AC~ 2 M

(ACD L/C M=1 .2 = CL Rod]M=1.21

57.3 cos(A,//2) [0.11-.0001(10-AR) 3]
1

57.3 cos 10.3'[0.11 - .0001 (10-6) = 0.171

e M=1.2x 6 x 0.171) = 0.310

eM decreases with lift

(e)C L 0.4 eM I- (CL - 0.4) for AR 6

(3) Stores Drag

Stores drag was obtained from several sources as shown on page
B-11. A portion of the plot was estimated.

(4) Total Drag

CDTOt = (CDMin)Low Sp + (ACDM)CL D + CDStores

Where basic factors have been developed above and (ACDM)c is

the ACDM in section (2) with correction for the variation of MDD

with CL (given above as AMDD = - 0.1066 CL)

As an example, the drag is hand calculated below for the CAS mission
loading, with and without droppable stores, and for the clean configura-
tion, for a range of lift coefficient and Mach No.

MR for zero lift. B-9
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SANDAIRE

For M Less Than 0.50 (Start of Stores Drag Increase with M), CLk = .032,
CDMin = .0256, Dstores = ACDstores (Mk 82 Dropped) = .0043

CL  e (C L-C Lk) 2  CD CD CD L/D

6 -W e Stores on Droppable Clean Clean
Stores off

.032 .842 0 .0417 .0299 .0256 1.25

.10 .0003 .0420 .0302 .0259 3.86

.20 .0018 .0435 .0317 .0274 7.30

.40 .0085 .0502 .0384 .0341 11.73

.60 .811 .0211 .0628 .0510 .0467 12.85

.80 .717 .0436 .0853 .0735 .0692 11.56

Clean L/D vs CL is plotted on page B-13

For Higher Mach. No.

CL = 0 .20 .40 .60

M-MR M-MDD ACDM CI k M e M e M e M e

0 -. 12 0 .032 .7526 .842 .731 .842 .710 .842 .689 .811
.04 ".08 .0004 .027 .793 .838 .771 .838 .750 .838 .729 .807
.08 ".04 .0018 .022 .833 .825 .811 .825 .790 .825 .769 .794
.12 0 .0048 .017 .8726 .804 .851 .804 .830 .804 .809 .774
.135 .015 .0073 .015 .888 .794 .866 .794 .845 .794 .824 .765
.16 .04 .0178 .011 .913 .774 .891 .774 .870 .774 .849 .745
.18 .06 .0328 .009 .933 .756 .911 .756 .890 .756 .869 .728

For Example at

CL = .40, M = .830, Stores on

CD = .0256 + .0048 + (.40-.017)2 + 6.96
.C rx6x. 804 280

.0649

These data would be plotted if performance calculations were done by hand. The
computer program avoids this work.
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SANDAIRE

(5) Lift and Drag With Flap Deflection

Due to the reduction in the required takeoff run from 8000 ft to
3000 ft, page 5 Item (3a), of the report, a large flap setting
is used to favor this shorter run. Fixed vane double slotted flaps
are selected with external hinges. Flaps extend from the fuselage
to 70% semispan. The rear wing spar is at 68% chord which
allows use of a 27% chord flap as shown diagrammatically by the
following sketch.

27;0oC

S.6 .7 .8 .9

68%OoC
400

500-

B- 14



SANDAIRE

Data for flap application to advanced airfoil sections are not available.
However, flap characteristics are estimated from available data for
other flapped airfoil sections.

Ground effect is estimated to give on effective aspect ratio of 8.6
based on the wing height from the ground in the takeoff and landing
run (7.0 ft from Dwng SAE-79-007 in the report). This increases the
lift curve slope from CLc =.076/Deg, see following section (8), to

CV (in ground effect)

2 Ir 8.6 cos 252!/" ( 2 ) = .082/D g
57.3 8.6 + 2 cos2.1

Since the angle of attack equivalence to flap deflection at constant
lift coefficient, (o.G )cl , is independent of aspect ratio, section
data can be used directly after correction for flap span. From avail-
able NASA section data that are fairly representative of this type flap,
but 30% chord,

Cdo CA Cdo C Cdo

Deg Flaps 00 Flaps 400 Flaps 50

-4 -. 30 .0061 2.00 .072 2.30 .115
0 .14 .0060 2.41 .090 2.64 .132
4 .55 .0063 2.73 .120 2.93 .163
8 .98 .0076 2.98 .161 3.12 .210
-9 1.08 .0084 3.06 .175 3.16 .230
10 1.15 .0092 3.08 (Max) 3.18 (Max)
12 1.38
18 1.78 (Max)

These section data are plotted on page'B-16 from which (' . ')¢d is
read. For 70% span, 27% chord, the correction factor for lift is

.27
(.70 x ' x .85) where the .85 factor
accounts TBr end loss.

For the ground run, flaps 40a, in ground effect, with fuselage level

(cushion level), wing incidence = 30

.27
CLRun .082 (.70x -- x .85 x .54 x 40 +3)

= 1.19

Where it is assumed that any negative ZL= 0 (flaps 00) due to
camber is offset by the lift reduction due to the fuselage.

B-15
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SANDAIRE

CDRun is built up from,
Flap 00

C L (out of ground effect),

fuselage level, iw = 30

= 3 x .076 = 0.228

From the minimum drag estimate, section (1) above, CD .0256,

3) (0. 228-03) ]
and the added profile drag , 3 = .2 0- ) (1.0 31

6-7r, (.842

.0004.

Available data indicate that the pressurized trunk will about double
the aircraft drag and .0260 is added for fuselage level. External stores
(CAS loading) add A CD = .0161, section (1).

From the above section data for @C = 30,

ACj 0 = Cdo(FL. 400) - Cdo (FL.0 0 ) = (.111-.006)= .105

With the correction for flap span and chord
! .27

ACDo = .105 x .70 x - .066, Flaps 409.30
For drag, no end loss factor is applied because the addition of CL1/(Wx AR)
accounts for end loss.

CDR, u c= 30 in ground effect (CAS stores on),

= .0260 + .0260 + .0161 + .066

+ 1.192/8-6,r = 0.1865

Note that "e" effect is included in the .0260 and .066 factors.
The CLTO is at 1.2 V s and

CLMax, flaps 400, is estimated from the above section data as

CLMx = (3 .08- 1.78) x .70x . x .85.30
+ 1.30 = 2.00 where the 1.30 is the estimated

CLMC, flaps 0° .

CLTO = 2.00/(1.2)2 = 1.39

B-17



SANDAIRE

A major reason for the selected conditions above is that only
(1.39-1.19)/.082 = 2.4 deg. rotation from the takeoff run is required
to lift-off which will favor smooth operation with the SETOLS.

Similar calculations are made to obtain the following plotted data,
pages 19, 20 and 21.

(6) Takeoff Performance

(a) Takeoff ground run is calculated from basic relations ad the flap
characteristics of section (5) above, for 89.80F at sea level.

dv ds Fs= vT O v
dt -a, -a , dv

Warm-up, taxi, and takeoff fuel is specified as 5 min. at maximum
thrust. It is assumed that 4.5 min. of this is used prior to the
takeoff; therefore for the CAS loading, 89.8°F at S.L., 8190 Ib/hr
Fuel Flow (Appendix D)

WTO = 24300 - x 8190 = 23686lb
60

CLTO = 1.39, Flaps 40°,(Pg B-17)

CS (speed sound, 89.8 0 F at S.L.)
0.5

.549.8 0
- 1117 x 51; ) = 1150 ft/sec519

e .002378 x (34.8) : .002245

VTO = 2 6 x . = 233 f t/sec
(.002245 x 280 x 1.39) = 33tn

= 138 kn

Engine data are in Appendix D. P&W provides a 6% throttle advance

for 90OF takeoff at sea level to minimize the adverse effect of a hot
day. This overcomes the normal thrust deterioration at 90°F compared
to standard temperature.

The required engine fan bleed to pressurize the trunk is,from Appendix A,
39 lb/sec. To calculate the corresponding engine thrust loss due to this*1 bleed, P&W computer printout for the engine with afterburner installed
(only data available) is used. For 90°F at S.L., M=0, and

B-18
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SANDAIRE

TMax (Mil Pwr) = 13046 lb (with AB but uninstalled)

Nozzle gas flow 221.56 l b/sec

Fuel flow 8182 IbAr

Airflow =221.56 -8182/3600 = 219.3 lb/sec

Afterburner loss factor = 12990/13202

TMax with subsonic nozzle

=13046 x 13202 -129l

Ratio airflow/rMox =219.3/13259

-. 01654

Thrust loss due 39 lb/sec fan bleed = 39/.01654 =2358 lb

The installed TMO , 89.8PF at S. 1., M =0, is

13259 x .95 = 12596 lb which may be read also from

* I Appendix D.

TTO (M = 0) = 12596 - 2358 = 10238 lb

*For Std Day and M =0, see note on Page B-26.
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For flaps 40P, takeoff run in ground effect, 89.8F at sea level.

V Lift-Lb WTO- Lift jAW-L) Drag Tot Resisting
Ft/Sec C LRun=I. 19 Lb p = .065 Lb Force - Lb

Ft/e 15 L(Pg 10 of CDRun- 1865

Pg B-15 the report) Pg B-17

0 0 23686
50 935 22751 1479 147 1626

100 3740 19946 1296 586 1882

150 8415 15271 993 1319 2312

200 14960 8726 567 2345 2912

233 20304 3382 220 3182 3402

V M TInst TTO TExcess V/a AS

Ft/Sec Lb Lb Lb Sec Ft

App. D Bleed
Loss
Deducted

0 0

50 .043 12260 9902 8276 4.44 111

100 .087 11960 9602 7720 9.53 349

150 .130 11730 9372 7060 15.63 629

200 .174 11560 9202 6290 23.39 976

233 .203 11480 9122 5720 29.96 880

Total 2945

ground run, 89.8OF at

sea level

M = V/1150 for 89.8 0 F @ S.L.

V/a = V xW = 23686 V
q x TExcess 32.2 TExcWs

with V Ft/Sec

Lift = CLRun qS V2

- 1.19 x (.002245/2) x 280 x V2

Drag (CDR/CLRu ) x Lift
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Takeoff run may be calculated also from the following equation

SG (Ft) = 13.05 WTO

x S XCDRCLTO s x ETO.7V TO C 
-WTO 2 CT 2 CLTWhere all factors have been explained except TO

T.7To TTO at 0.TVTo

M at 0.7VTO = 0.7x 233/1150 = .142

TTO = 11680 - 2358 = 9322 Lb

G  = 13.05 x 23686
& 1.39 x 280 x .944 932 .1865 ) 1921i.39 * )1 x .065

= 2908 ft This is within 1.3% of the above calculation of 2945 ft.

(b) The air distance over a 50 ft. obstacle is calculated from an empirical method.

For S.L., 89.8F 
-C 

2 10.5 2K [ 1.9 - (SD- x 11.28V

C ) TO X /2 TOknts
KI= K x (obstacle height)

(T/W)To- (CD
CL'TO

(The distance over an obstacle divided by the Takeoff speed squared,
(SAir)/TOknots)2 , is plotted as a function of K1 for various values of
(T/w)IO on Pg B-25.
Substituting values out of ground effect, Pg B-20 , and assuming bleed
off and trunk retraction for transition and climb over 50 ft obstacle.

CLTO = 1.39, CDTO = .237

.237 2 0.5
K = 1.9 - x 11.28/1382 .000810

.000810 x 50
KI (11480/23686) - 0~--- 23 0.129

(T/W)To = (11480/23686) 0.485

SAir/138 = .0668, Pg B-25

SAir = 1272 ft (over 50 ft obstacle)

(c) The total distance is

STO over 501 obs. = 1272 + 2945 = 4217 ft (S.L. 89.8°F)

(d) Takeoff for the requested standard day at sea level follows the same method
and is Ground run 2813 ft.

Total distance over 50 ft obstacle 4045 ft.

B-24
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SANDAIRE

(e) Rate of climb at VTO is calculated for several conditions as requested, at
sea level, out of ground effect.

89.8PF Std 89.8 0 F Std
Trunk Down Trunk Up

WTO - Lb 23636* 23714* 23686* 23714*

CL (FL 400) 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39
CD .265 .265 .237 .237
Drag-lb 4516 4521 4039 4043
V - ft/sec 233 226.5 233 226.5
M .203 .203 .203 .203
TMax - lb 11480 11410 11480 11410
ATbleed -lb 2358 2358*** 0 0
Tclimb -lb 9122 9052 11480 11410
TExcess -lb 4606 4531 7441 7367
R/C - ft/mn ** 2719 2597 4392 4222

* WTO = 24,300 - 4.5 Min. @TMa x

** R/C - ft/min = TExcess x V x 60/W

* It is assumed that the ATbleed is the same stndard and 89.89F even though there
is probably a small reduction for standard temperature. A rough approximation
is e.002378 0.5

BleedStd = 39 x ) = 40.14 lb/sec

From P&W printout for standard, S.L., using Pg B-22 procedure

TMax with AB (AB not lit) 12990 lb

Gas flow 227.91 lb/sec

Fuel flow 7811 Ib/hr

Air flow 225.74 lb/sec

TMa x subsonic nozzle

= 129 90x 13202 S= 13202 Ib

Ratio 225.74/13202 .01710

ATbleed = 40.14/.01710 = 2347

The item in question is the 40.14 lb/sec which is only an approximation.
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(7) Landing Performance

(a) Landing is calculated for the Maximum Landing Design Gross Weight
(MLDGW) = gross weight minus 60% CAS mission fuel of 4552 lb, for
standard day at S.1.; therefore CAS mission stores are on.

Wind = 24300 - .60 x 4552 = 21569 lb
Flaps are 50P, trunk is down, approach at 1.2Vs and landing at 1.LVs.

CLM = 2.05, Pg B-21
CLAppch 2.05/1.22 = 1.42

SCLnd = 2.05/1.12 = 1.69

As in takeoff, the rotation is small and only 2 deg. approach to landing;
flaps are dumped and the nose is dropped 4.5 deg. to fuselage level
(cushion level) for the landing run.

P&W has calculated that the minimum throttle setting, with the required
39 lb/sec fan bleed, gives 2500 lb thrust which is dissipated by turning
vanes in the tail pipe to eject the exhaust 90P.

CD in approach, trunk down, out of ground effect is .284 (Pg B-2 1),./D = 5.0

Glide angle is TAN - 1  = 1/5.0 = 11.30

Distance over 50 ft obstacle

S50 = 50/TAN 11.3 0 = 250 ft

(b) The transition distance to slow from approach to landing speed is given by
the average (V/a) multiplied by the speed change.

(V/a)AVE x (VAppch - Vnd)
Cond C L  CD V V Drag V/a

Pg B-21 out of ft/sec knots lb sec

ground effect, trunk
down

Appch 1.42 .284 214 127 4330 33.11
Land 1.69 .370 196 116 4732 27.75

V/a = 21569 x VFpS

32.2 x Drag

S STrans = (33.11 + 27.75)/2 x (214-196)

= 548 ft

The ground run is based on developing an average ratio of braking force
to aircraft weight of 0.27. The lift and drag coefficients for fuselage
level in ground effect, flaps 0 (dC = 3°,YLo = 0°) trunk down

CL= .082 x 3 = .246
CD = x 0256 + (3x.076 - .032? 1 ,,)

+ .0161 + .2462/(8.6 -1)= .0703
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V Lift W-L .27(W-L) Drag Tot
Ft/Sec Lb Lb Lb Lb Force

Lb

196 3146 18423 4974 899 5873
150 1843 19726 5326 .527 5853
100 819 20750 5603 234 5837
50 305 21364 5768 59 5827

0 0 21569

V ValA
Ft/Sec Sec Ft

196 22.35
150 17.17 909
100 11.48 716
50 5.75 431

0 144

Tot 2200

V/a = V x21569
32.2 x (Tot. Force)

(c) Tot. landing distance over 50 ft obstacle

S.50 250

STrans 548

SRun 2200

Tot. 2998 Ft (Std, S.L.)

(d) Landing distance for the requested 89.8 0 1' at sea level follows the sanme
method and is

S50  250

STrcuis 57

SRun 2329

*Tot. 3158 Ft (89.8 0F, SAL.)

(e) Rate of climb at VAP;h is calculated for several conditions as requested,

all at sea level, W = 21569 lb, out of ground effect
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89.8 0F Std 89.8°F Std

Trunk Down Trunk Up

CLAppch (flaps 500) 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42

CD (Pg B-21) .284 .284 .257 .257

Drag - lb 4314 4314 3904 3904

V - ft /sec 220.2 214 220,2 214

M .192 .192 .192 .192

TMax - lb 11510 11440 11510 11440

ATbleed - lb 2358 2358* 0 0

Tclimb - lb 9152 9082 11510 11440

TExcess - lb 4838 4768 7606 7536

R/C - ft/min 2963 2838 4659 4486

(8) Toii Sizing

From the configuration design layout work, a conventional tail become
appropriate with the horizontal mounted on the fuselage. An all-movable
horizontal (no elevator) was considered; however it was not used pending
an in-depth control system analysis which is outside the scope of this
study.

Selection of the tail geometry considered the usual factors of

(a) Displacement of ( r/ 4 )H and ( /4)V to prevent adding peak
pressures with resultant adverse Mach No. effects; displacement used
of 13.4 ins is considered a minimum.

(b) Sweep and thickness combination to give a higher critical Mach for
the tail (for lift) than developed by the wing. Thus tail effectiveness
will be retained after excessive speed warming occurs due to the
normal lift deterioration with Mach No. on the wing.

(c) Low span and high taper for low weight as limited by tail effectiveness
and past practice.

* See note bottom page B-26 marked (***)
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The following table summarizes the wing and tail characteristics, calcu-

lations follow to derive the tail areas.

Wing H. Tail V. Tail

S - sq ft 280 67.1 47.5

AR 6 3.5 1.5

<b - ft 41 15.33 8.44

CR  - in 126.1 70.0 90.0

CT  - in 37.8 35.0 45.0

.30 .50 .50

c - in 89.8 54.5 70.0

Ac/4 - deg 25 35 40

t/c (root-tip) .12-.10 .12-.10 .12-.10

it (C/4)wing- (E/4)a, -lins 183.5 170.1
(From Dwng SAE-79-007, Page 3)

Airfoil Advanced Sym Sym
Cl rac Sect 2 7r' 2 V 2V

C, application factor (k) 1.0 0.90 0.95

(k) basis hi wing fuselage above
intersection horiz.

Cudeg (see below) .076 .055 .052

Cdeg= 2'ifK AR cos A/4C~oc c57._3 AR + 2 cos'c14 )

Effective AR for the vertical tail is 2.8 to account for the horizontal
end plate effect.
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qt/q (Est.) 0.95

Design Aft C.G. aircraft .30 Z

The actual aft C.G. is forward of .30 Z;
however this provides the added margin that is
always needed when aircraft are built and the
C.G. inevitably drifts aft.

Design a.c. aircraft .35 2

a.c. Wing (Est.) .26 Z

a.c. Wing & Fuse. (Est.) .19 E

Downwash factor (DATCOM) 0.547

CNO Design (minimum without artificial
'P means) .0005/deg

CNA Wing & Fuse. (Est.) -. 0024/deg

Tail CNP Req'd .0029/deg

e.c. shift due to tail required .16 c

Sl/S = (.16) x CLwwng x C wing x 1.15

(CL,)H x (downwash factor) x XtH x (qt/q)

Where the 1.15 factor is added margin for control.

SH = .16 x .076 x (89.8/12) x 1.15 x 280 = 67.1 sq ft
.055 x .547 x (183.5/12) x .95

SV/S =(-0029 x bwing)/ [(CL,,)V xjtV x (q t/q)]

SV  : 280 x (.0029 x 41)/ 1.052 x (170.1/12) x .95 = 47.5 sq ft
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APPENDIX C

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

(1) This appendix includes a Group Weight Statement, but the allocation of weights
may be different than shown in the weight section (11) of the report. However,
the total weight.is, of course, the same.

(2) Also included here are Pages C-17 to C-27, inclusive, that compare the
weights, calculated for this study, with fighter aircraft whose ultimate load
factors range from 9 to 11. As always, insufficient information is available
to verify that weight allocation is comparable, which may obscure the com-
parisons in some cases. In making any weight comparison, one must realize
that this study incorporates weight reduction for the use of composite materials
in some cases, and the P&W engine includes advanced technology that gives
a high thrust to weight ratio.

(3) Another purpose of this appendix is to provide the basis in some detail for
the weight calculations used for this study and to document the balance
calculation.

(4) Weight Calculation Bases

Several of the weight equations are empirical. They are reasonably accurate
and are based on comparisons with available aircraft data. Most have been
used in preliminary design study work before. Dimensions and weights used
are shown in the report.

(a) Wing Group Weight - Wing weight is a function of many factors;
however the usual complicated empirical equation is reduced to a
relatively simple form with the empirical constants chosen to be appro-
priate for this type aircraft. The equation uses the design limit wing
loading and the structural span to depth ratio as the principal factors.
It is expressed s wing group weight, Ww = 500 x K1 x 10-6(WDn/S) 0 . 7 5

x (bs/tr)0 7 5 x S1 "5 x K2 pounds.

The (500 x 10-6) and the exponents are empirical; K1 is 0.90 to
account for the use of composite materials in the wing for this study.
WD is the basic flight design gross weight (BFDGW) defined as design
gross weight less 40% CAS mission fuel

= 24300 - .40 x 4552
= 22479 lb

-C-1
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Weight

n = specified design limit load factor
= 7 (ultimate = 1.5 x limit)

S = wing area = 280 sq ft
WDn/S = 22479 x 7/280 = 562 lb/sq ft

bs (b/2)/cos Ac/4

bs= wing structural half span
= wing span = 41 ft

Ac/4 = wing quarter chord sweepback = 25 deg

tR = equivalent wing root depth
= CR x (t/c)R

CR = equivalent wing root chord by extending the
leading and trailing edges to the center line
= 126.1 inches.

(t/c)R = wing thickness/wing chord ratio at CR = 0.12

bs/tR = (41/2)/cos 25?
(126.1/12) x 0.12 17.94

K2 = 1.10, a factor to account for the flap installation,
Sect. (7) of the report, compared to a simple flap.

Ww = 500 x 0.90 x 10-6(562) 0 . 7 5 x (17.94)0.75

x 280 x 1.10 2334

(b) Tail Group Weight - This empirical equation is similar to the wing
equation except the design dynamic pressure (q DES ) lb/sq ft,
replaces the design wing loading. This is more representative for the1tail, as maximum tail loads are developed by surface deflection at
high (q) in contrast to (g) loads on the wing at pull up.

Design (q) is selected as M = 0.90 at 5000', qDES = 999 lb/sq ft

*A factor of 0.75 is applied to account for the use of composite
materials.

Horizontal

SH = 67.1 sq ft

bs = (15.33/2)/cos 350 = 9.36 ft

tR = (70/12) x .12 = 0.70 ft

b /tR = 9.36/0.70 = 13.37
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WH = 600 x . 75 x 10- 6 x 9990-75  Weight

x 13.370.75 x 67.115 = 307

Vertical

Sv = 47.5 sq ft

bs = 8 . 44/cos 400 = 11.02 ft

tR (90/12) x .12 = 0.90 ft

b/tR = 11.02/0.90 = 12.24

WV = 600 x .75 x 10- 6 x 999 0 . 75

x 12.240.75 x 47.51.5 x 1.2 = 206

Where the 1.2 factor is for high speed maneuver

(c) Fuselage Group Weight - Fuselage weight includes the effects of
bending load, arising from wing and balancing tail load; crank
load, due to wing sweep; dynamic pressure (DES); and landing and
takeoff loads. These effects are combined in the empirical equation

WF/SF = 238 x 0.85 x 104(WDn) 0 .25

x ODES)0 /Cos A c 4  - Ib/sq ft

The (238 x 10- 4 ) and the exponents are empirical.
The 0.85 factor is to account for the use of
composite materials.

WDn 22479 x 7 as for the wing

SF = measured fuselage shell area = 835 sq ft

WF/SF = 238 x 0.85 x 10- 4 (22479 x 7)0.25

x 9990 2 5/COS 250 = 2.50 lb/sq ft

WF = 2.50 x 835 2088

Effective canopy cutout area is 29.5 sq ft.

Wt = 29 .5 x 3 x 2.50/.85 = 260

Where the 0.85 factor removes the composite
material.
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Weight

Speed brakes are aft on the fuselage; est. weight is 104

(d) Propulsion System - Scale 1.0, P&W STF-529 turbofan with fan
bleed, subsonic nozzle, no reverser 1618

P&W quote is 1618 lb with thrust reverser. No reverser is
planned; however vanes are required to dissipate the 2500 lb
thrust produced by the lowest throttle setting that will allow 39 lb
fan bleed to pressurize the trunk for landing, as stated on page
D-1 . Also some variable exhaust deflection means may be
needed for steering if asymmetrical braking is inadequate. There-
fore the reverser weight is retained to allow for these items.

Tail pipe extension26.5" ligth x 38.5" diameter

Wt = 26.5 38.5 irx 212 x 1--- x .04/12 (gage)

x 500 (Wt/cu ft) x 1.15 (installation) 43

Engine section

9% of engine weight
= .09 x 1618 146

Inlet ducts
Forward twin duct effective length = 71.5", aft single duct
effective length = 100" engine inlet 35" dia.

Fwd duct equiv. dia - (35 2/2 )0.5 = 24.7"

Duct surface area = (24.777n x 71.5 x 2
+ 35-V x 100)/ 144 = 153 sq ft

For AL, .032" gage

Wt = .032 x 153 x 144 x 0.10 (lb/cu in)

= 71 lb

Est. two inlets plus duct installation 89 lb, total = 160

Est. engine controls .015 x Wt Eng.

Est engine starting .020 x Wt Eng.

Est engine lub .015 x Wt Eng.

C-4
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Weight

Est. engine oil (Incl. unusable)
.008 x Wt Eng.

Total .058 x 1618 94

(e) Flight Controls - This is an empirical equation

WFC = 09x 0.17 [(LF + b/cosAc/4) X WDES x n J
,! LF = Fuse. Lgth = 42 ft

: WDE S = BFDGW = 22479 lb

b = Wing Span = 41 ft

Ac/4 = Wing Sweep = 250

n = DES. L.F. = 7

The 0.9 is to account for the fly-by-wire system

The remainder is empirical

WFC 0.9 x 0.17 (42 + 41/cos250 ) x 22479 x 7 0

(f) Fuel Tanks - All CAS mission fuel (4552 Ib) is in integral
wing tanks with 1150 lb of this in a self-sealing cell. The 1041 lb
is the fuel required to return to base in the CAS 160 N .M.
radius mission. Additional integral fuselage fuel capacity is
provided so no external fuel tanks are required for ferry.

Est. weight wing integral tanks 107

Est. weight fuse. integral tanks 96

Est. weight self sealing cells in wing (see protection weight
below)

Capacity wing tanks 4922 lb

Capacity fuse. tanks 3200 lb

(g) Unusable Fuel - (1% CAS mission fuel) 46
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Weight

(h) Fuel System - (excluding tanks, but includes fuel dump

and provisions for aerial refueling) - Est. 170

(i) Sstems; - (Est.)

Instruments 85

Electrical 350

Anti-ice 130
Air Cond. 160

Fumishings incl. ejection seat 330

APU 120

Armament Prov. 200

Equipment (incl. oxygen and survival) 175

(j) SETOLS - Installed Weight

t d k Ac + 90 where

t = trunk sheet thickness = .1875"

d = trunk sheet density = 142 lb/cu ft

k = factor for installation, ducts, attachments,
brakes, etc. = 2.0

Ac = cushion 4-area = 150 sq ft

The 90 lb is the est. weight of the roll stabilizing doors and
mechanism.

WSETOLS = (.1875/12) x 142 x 2 x 150 + 90 = 756

(k) Protection

Fuel cells in wing (est.) 67

Armor - pilot (allowance) 300

Other (allowance) 100

(I) CAS Loading Specified (8574 Ib)

Installed avionics 770

Crew 180

4 - TERS 384

12 - Mk 82 (droppable) 6840

4 - Pylons 400

(M) CAS Mission Fuel 4552

(n) Contingency 55

Gross Weight (Ib) 24300
C-6
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(5) BALANCE - CAS MISSION LOADING

Item Weight-Lb Station* Waterline*

Wing 2334 313.2 96.5
Horiz. Tall 307 496.25 90
Vert. Tail 206 487.5 141.6
Fuselage (incl Spd Brakes) 2192 274 67
Canopy 260 120 102.5
Engine 1618 400 73
Tail Pipe Ext. 43 444.5 73
Engine Sect. 146 382 77
Inlet Ducts 160 256.5 77
Eng. Cont., Start, Lub.,Oil 94 372 83.5
Flight Cont. 567 400 94
Fuel Tanks 203 295 77.7
Unusable Fuel 46 280 81.1
Fuel System 170 356 94.5
Systems

Inst. 85 98 85
Elect. & Hyd. 350 236 78.5
Anti-Ice 130 364 94.5
Air Cond. 160 180 54.5
Fum. (Incl. Seat) 330 122.4 71.3
APU 120 210 47.5
Arm. Prov. 200 298 75.5
Equip. 175 147 67.6

CAS Mission Specified
Avionics Inst. (770) (182) (92.8)

1 385 159 93
2 55 151 78
3 330 214 95

4 TERS 384 300 76
4 Pylons 400 311 87.5

SETOLS 756 317 42
Protection

Fuel Cell 67 292 97
Pilot 300 126 72
Other 100 402 73

Unassigned 55 300 67

Weight Empty (12728) (300.4) (80.05)

* See three view, page 3 of the report.
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Item Weight-Lb Station* Waterline*

Weight Empty (12,728) (300.4) (80.05)
Pilot (Specified Wt.) 180 124 75
Operating Weight (12,908) (297.9) (80)
12 - Mk 82 (droppable) 6,840 300 67
Zero Fuel Weight (19,748) (298.7) (75.6)
Fuel (CAS Mission) 4,552 296.2 97
Gross Weight (24,300) (298.2) (79.4)

4at Station 300 with c=89.8 inches

The C. G. location and C. G. control are considered satisfactory. (See graph below).

1.fcTSV.WM Ca. PoJlrw,// IT INC

K __E

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* ~ ~ -:. .e7oto ag -
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- _TRCRAPT. COMTRACTOR NO. _________
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lflL-STD-1374 PART I -TAB GROUP WEIGHT STATDEENT P
NAM WIGHT KPTT ODELCNS SEOLS.

REPOT AM.

I VIN GROUP SAE7901

t BS h -INTEPMEDIATE ___ AE79O

__ _ -G O _ _ _ _V

6 sECOiwRBAR STRUfliIIL h FW j 1T ____ ____

I~1 AILERONS - INCL. BALACE WdE IT _________________

FLAS - TRAILING EDGE ________

9I - LEADING EDGE____
10i SLATS

20 SPIR.-STAIIE DG. L E.s FF I5

16 HUBE&AHING - ICL. BLAE HOG Z____ LBS.H _____ ____ ___

19 TAIL GROOP LDS_________ ___

31 SERCNDAR STRBICTUR (INCSLA OR .EMC S____ ____ ____ ____ )___

31 -__ ____CLDOSA INCL. ____ ____ ___

23 ALEVTO R GNLRUPNC - TYP * r LES.] ____ ___

2 I BO D RUCPO RU nie LUCt ___ __

21 ASI TOTFLO T R -I STUS FORAER TYPEGAR
30AIDU GEA BOOM:I SER :TIYL" TI E?" BCCL" QARCCEO DI
DE SCVONY TRCLAURE-PSILRHL

32 -BOOK
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NIL-STD-1374 PART I - TAB GROUP WEIGHT STATDEEN PAG3

NAM WE IGf CmH" MIODEL AS SjTO
D*X3 _______________SAE-79-011 EOYp*

rROPD'~~~ ~~ AUXILL4 ____ _____ __T

-62 ACCESSORY GER BOXES & DRIVE__ ___ ____ ________

6A5 WATER INJECTION____
66 EIGINE CONTRO 7A___ 1____

67 STARTING SYSTM _____ I____ ____ ________

68 PROPELLER INSTALLATION ____________

70 LUBRICATING SYSTM____ ____ ___

72 TAMK - PRoTEcrED )elt belI C i n.M .
73 - UNPROTCTE Inte; ral In20

76 DRIVE SYSTEM ________

77 GEAR $0MES , UB ST & ROTOR BRE____ ___

78 1 TRANSMISSION DRIVE I___

81 FLLIGHT CONTROLS GROUP _______

_I_ rCCPTT CTI.S (AUTOPILOT LBS. ________ ___

83 SYSTEMS CONTROLS ____ ____ ____

86 AUXILIARY POWJER PLANT GROUP_________
87 INSTRUMENTS GROUP 85____________

9_ELCTRAL. GNRCO! U TP LE ___ _

91 RL?*
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MIL-STD-1374 PART I - TAX GROUP WJEIGHT STATEMENT PAME
NMUSEFUL LOAD AND GROSS WEICHT MODEL . OfL-S

_________ SAE-79-011 REuPOaRTAp

11.5 1WLAD CONqDITION Cls3i uor

173 -1 REW (1O. _____ 1BZ0 __

1135 PASSENGER (N.-____

I INTERNAL_________

123 ________________ ____ ____ ____

123_ _ _

12Vv ~ __ _

12 ________________________________ ErTERNAL___ ___________ __________

126__ ____

132UEL INSALATION
1335 STRS ISSEIOL OUI , T GLS.) TRCS AUOES ZTS EC lXAE)O

13-1
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.IL-sTD-137
4 PART I - TAB GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT PAGE

NAM DIMENSIONAL AND STRUCTURAL DAT A *** mODEL CAS SETQ
DATE SAE-79-011 REPORT App. C

1 WING. ROTOR + TAIL GROUPS I .NIIG h TAIL _vTL [cAD KOW (B lA)IKIJ

3 RADIUS OR SPAN(rr) 41.00 . 44 33- ______4

4 *SPAN AT .25 CHORD -_._I
**ROOT CHORD(IN) - TE .126.t 70 _u 90.

6 - MAX THIcKE.ss' ' I "1i7 12 ~ 12~Z________

7 *"PLANFORN BREAK-CORD (IN) _ _ _ __

8 - MM THICKNESS
9 **flp CHORD (IV) - t___. 37.8 35.0 45.0

JI - MX T C2 s CHO An0
_11 SWE _ _yyA- -2ST - _ _D1 ASPECT RATIO O 6l

14 MF AEtRODYNAIC CHO(;) 0-30 5. 7 0 S
is ARWzx *** S f 0 - T 1j 547 'ARA _____ iI 67-1 47-5.

I ARF-4S W) SPD.BX. -U FLAPS E n's SLATS 3POtLE _

is (SQ. Rr. , AIRCRAFr)
19 PUS SPD. BRK. ELEV. RUDDER DOR, S _ _ _
201
21

22 ROTOR DISK AREAS - FWD AFT __LDD ____ S __-

23 WING 25MAC TO H TAIL. .2SMAC N) NOS TO WING .25 MAC
24 WING .25MA~c TO V TAIL .25MAC:IN) 170_ 1

2n WING BOX SPAN AT FUS. INTERSE ,'IION -EING OX NGT AT C.L.
26
271 CAPTURE BLOW-IN DUCT MAX.DES. CIRCUm-

-2RL- ]NMT, T - AREA AREA LENGTH PRESSURE FERENCE

so . AUXII.T.KT

_ __LENGTH DEPT WIDTH WET.AREA VOLUKE VOL.PR.ES
32BODY + NACELLE GROU PS

33 nir cr OR Hu*-*** (Jn) 504

.3 A11c~fNs 1 ( D.h.1P ____)___t (tNrD.B8.L.

"17 1II.Tll GROU lZllP 7-ENMT-01 CO EXTr, OLFO VEL. LEN1GTH ARREST

I__ AXLE-L. TRUNION EXT.TO LLT.1 SED HOOK TRU1IOh
3-9 - LOCATION TOP!Ir

41Pr-_SoN cRouP (S.L.S. UNINSTALLM TlHRUST LBSS.I91/ GZi)
All MAXIU D"E IATE MAX SLS SHAFTI
14 EI..M RING 1RAI I SHAF-T HP AT MAX r

_A5_ , MAIN (NO,0 onA e -:(9I

-A& A~T. IJNT (wo.

_48 1OUTPUTr I ]H

49 ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGN INPUT RPM AT 1OT61 G-CM TOQUL

-I R.?. R.P.M. ROTOR R.P.M. BOXES FACTOR

51 1/2 HOUR RATINGS - MAIM
. 2 - TAUL

56 - INTERM4EDIATE

THE NOTES FOR THIS PAGE MkY BE FOUND ON PACE 8 OF PART I UNDERNEATH "AIRFRAME UNIT WEIGH ".

See drawings, pages 3 and 4 of the report for missing
dimensions.
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MIL-STD-1374 TAB GROUP WEIGHT STATE[rT PAGt
DIMENSIOJLL AND STRUCTURAL DATA MODEL CAS SETOLS

DATE (CONTINUED) SAE-79-011' u °3 1 App C

1 FUEL SYSTEM X PROTECTED Xx UNPROTFCT"ED nxx INTEGRAL '

2 - INTERNAL L OCATION NO.TANKS GALLONS NO.TANS GALLSI NO.T 51 UALLUb
3 WI I 1- 9. 1 _1
4 FUSELAG * *

6 - EXTERNAL * N
7 M onsi_ na OIL.

10

11 QUANTITY GENE ATO X BATTERT ATINC ywc12" _jA _ - OUTP Tr X (TYPE )GN' F

13 ELECTRICAL GENERATING "ENERATRS D.C. A.C. X AMP-1 )URS (RVA)
14 SYSTEMS

16

17BODY __ __ _

is PLUS INT EXTERNAL FUEL IN DESIGN ULTD4ATE
19 CONTENTS WEIGHT WINGS GROSS LOAD

20 SIRUCTUAL DATA - CONDITION - US. ON BODT -LBS. ____ EGHT FCO
21 FLIGHT - MAxEUVER RF DGW____ ___ - 22479 7 UxO12
22 - GUST 2 1___

24 MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT WITH ZERO -INGEL
_25 e APULTTM __
26L Sr, W,;h ith CAS Inn ,linn 94EXQ
27 &A L0i 2AID FACTOR - ___I-L R T___TI __

28 ULTIMATE LANDING SINK SPEED(]T /ISEC
-!9- WING OR ROTOR LIFT ASSUMED F1 R LDNG DS fN COND.
30 STALL SPEED LDNG. CONFIGURAT, ON-POWER OFF (KNOT__
31 APPROACH SPEED POWER ON (V-P KNOTS)

ENGAGING SPEED (KNOTS) ....
33Y PkESSURIZED CABIN - ULTIMATE DESIGN
-34 PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL FLIGHT (PSI)
35 CARGO FLOOR AREA (DESIGN LBO LE1__sq._.)
36 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OIL CAPACIT (GALLONS _

37 TAIL ROTOR CANT ANGLE (DEGREJ S)
38
39

40 ROTOR TIP SPEED AT DESIGN LI R.P.M. POWER FT/SEC
41 - MAIN
42 - TAIL

44 DESIGN THRUST OR LIFT ON WING M_ ROTOR IT ROTOR
45 ULTIMATE L.F. FOR THE ABOVE LO_
46
47 MuATER.IAL BREAKDOWN IN PERCIT T ALU POSIT

-0 OF STRUCT.WEIGHT(PAGE 2. LINE 7

50. DESIGN SPEDS AT S.L. (KNOTS) LE_ _L D__

U DESIGN SPEED AT BEST CRUISE SPEED _ALTITUDR

5_33 MAX_ SPEED AND'AT mmy _P__ 5ITID

MODEL FIRST FLIGHT DATEt 7 1ATIIAWrIT Wt EIGHT 8:527r1.
*TOTAL USABLE CAPACITT.

** This provides the additional fuel capacity for the 2500 NM specified ferry
mission (Total fuel required for ferry 7687 Ib)
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MIL-STD-1374 PART I - TAB GROUp wEiGHT STATaMENT FAG
1WE DESCRIPTION OF DfLENSXO. mDEL CAS SETOI
DATE M STRUCTURAL DATA SAE-79-011 MORE T App. C

2 REFER TO PARAGRAPH 5.1.1.4 0
3

4 DETAILED REQUIR ENTS FOR IN TRUCTIONS FOR USE •

'"6

7

13
14

15
"16
17

19
20
21
22
23
24,

z5 ______ ___________ _____

26
27

29

32

31

35
36

37

38
391

41

44

6
~47t

48

l ~50 ..
51

• ~53'

~54
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MIL-STD-1374 PART I IRFRAMZ UNIT WEIGHT PAGENAEMODEL C AS SETOLS
DATE S AE- 79-011 REPORT 'pp.

THE AIRFRAME UNIT WEIGHT 10 BE ENTE LED ON LI1 E 56 OF P GE 6 OF I RE GROUP EIGHT

STATEMENT SHOULD BE DERIVED BE OW IN DET IL SHOWI THOSE I-EMS DEDU{ ED FROM WIGHT

EMPTY. THE ITEMS BELOW FOLLW THE DEFIN:TION OF AIRFRAME UIT VEIGHI CARRIED IN THE

_ DOCUMENT "CONTRACTOR COST DATA REPORTING SYSTEM" iTED 5 NO IMBER 1973. AIRF J ME UNIT
_ WEIGHT IS THE SAME AS PREVIOUSHY CALLED UVR AND D.PR AND I1 NOT TO BE CONFUSE1 WIT!
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) AIRFRAME :OST DEFIb TION.

__WEIGHT enT ________ ____ ____]IIZ ___

DEDUCT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IESCRIBED N PART I

1 WHEELS BRAKES, TIRES & TUBES runk 333

2 ENGINES - MAIN AND AUXILIARY ' 161

3 RUBBER OR NYLON FUEL CELLS -7

4 SITERS - MAIN AND AUXILIARY 22 __-- _-

.5 PROPELLFRS .... I
6 ATXTITRY POVER PTANT UNIT i 20

• I 7 ZnenT' rs 8

a "ATTFgRTg & FT? rTRTrAI Pflw- p1 Ik PF 7
'  

S RImL 100
9 AVIONICS70

10 TURRETS -POWER OPERATED MOUNT_

11 AIR CONDITIONING, ANTI-ICING D PRESSUR ZATIO'N U'TS £ FLU DS 232

12 CAMERAS & OPTICAL VIEWFINDERS

AIRFRAME UNIT WEIGHT 8RAW

__NOTES FOR PAGE 5:

* INSERT INCHES FROM CENTER INE OF TH ROTOR T rI.AS: [ I S O THE _ _ __K

ATTACHMENT FOR THE ROTORS.
* PARALLEL TO THE CENTER LINA OF THE VHICLE FOR _f___NG_ _T_.

*** THEORETICAL FOR ROTORS AND CONTINUOU _NG. E CON =US W D
ALL OTHERS. _ _ __ __

__****NOSI TO AFT TIP OF FUSELAGE .XCILUDTN. _OU=PkgE PrruBEA -4M%-
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SANDAIRE

APPENDIX D

ENGINE - DATA

The Pratt & Whitney Advanced Study STF-529 Turbofan engine characteristics and
installed engine performance data are presented on the following pages. The scale
1.0 engine as used has the following characteristics:

Rated T (515, Std) 13202 lb
Max

Thrust to Weight Ratio 8.2

Airflow, 225.7 lb/sec

Bypass Ratio 1.54

Inlet Diameter 35 inches

Length as installed with a 26.5"

toilpipe extension 145 inches

Engine and Fan Bleed Config. See Page D-12

jRequired Fan Bleed 39 lb/sec

Installation Factor 0.95

Weight with Subsonic Nozzle

and Fan Bleed 1618 lb

The weight of 1618 pounds includes a thrust reverser; however, the aircraft design
of this report does not include a full thrust reverser. For landing, vanes or other
means are required at the nozzle to dissipate the approximately 2500 pound thrust
that results from the minimum throttle setting that is required to provide 39 lb/sec
fan bleed for SETOLS trunk pressurization. Also, vanes at the nozzle may beI required for slow speed directional control on the land, water and other surfaces.
Therefore, any weight reduction due to removal of the reverser is assumed added for
these additional nozzle modifications.

Engine performance is taken from a P&W computer printout for the engine with an
afterburner and, as no afterburner was used for this design, the data was corrected
to account for the performance deterioration due to its installation. The ratio of
the engine thrust (at sea level state conditions) with and without the afterburner is
used in conjunction with an engine installation factor (.95) to correct for installed
thrust as shown in the following equation. The fuel flow is used as read from the
printout.

Tinst T TPrintout xP120ixnto.965t

D- I



SANDAIRE

The .95 installation factor may be optimistic even for the 1995 time period. But

if the factor were decreased 5% to .9, the effect would be minimal. The most
significant effect would be to the takeoff distance (increase approximately 210 feet)
and to the rate of climb which now exceeds the design requirement. The maximum
speed would only be decreased approymnately .003 Mach No. due primarily to the
steepness of the drag rise curve.

The calculated installed engine performance is shown on the following pages.

D
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APPENDIX E

PRELIMINARY WORK

The preliminary work was started well before candidate engine information was
available. Parametric engine data, that were fairly representative, were used
to do tradeoff studies for two engine vs one engine and APU vs engine bleed
for trunk pressurization. As a result, a one engine configuration was selected
with engine fan bleed used to pressurize the trunk. This work is summarized in
the following Section (1).

General Electric candidate engine data became available late in February, and
the selected aircraft configuration was reworked around a scale 0.914 G.E.
F101/F15-A1 Turbofan enine which was required to meet 3000 foot takeoff
ground run at S.L., 89.8 F. The fan bleed used at this time was about 45%
greater than used for the later, final design which was developed after consider-
ably more analysis and study of the operation of the SETOLS. Obviously, the
higher bleed is adverse to engine size requirement; however, the Pratt & Whitney
STF 529 turbofan engine data became available early in March and, after inspec-
tion and comparison of the data, it was decided to use the P&W engine in lieu of the
G. E. engine. Therefore, the G. E. engine configuration was not reworked for
update to the lower bleed requirement. The work with the G. E. engine is sum-
marized in the following Section (2).

Incorporation of the P&W STF 529 turbofan required only one iteration to arrive
at the final design with 24,300 pound gross weight and 280 square foot wing
area. The final work is covered in detail in the report.

(1) Preliminary Work with the Parametric Engine Data

(a) The parametric engine data are given on the following pages and were
used pending receipt of data requested of G.E. and P&W.

Reference G.E. Report R72AEG206, June 1972, Pre Study Data,

GE16/F4 Study Al Turbofan, for data level and variation.

Scale 1.0
Rated T (S. L. Std Temp) 18360 lb (No AB)
D Mt 44 inches

LE (without nozzle) 1.84 x D

LNoz 0.8 x D Inlet
WEng (including nozzle) 2623 lb

E- 1
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Scaling [ cl]

DInlet Linear from 44 inches at [caIej 1.0 to 34.5 inches
[TBasic

at f T cScale = 0.5

[T Basic

WEng based on T/W = 7

An installation loss factor of 0.95 was applied to the thrust and an advanced
technology factor of 0.90 was applied to the fuel flow of the above-referenced
G. E. report. Pressure relief doors are assumed for takeoff.

E-2
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(b) Calculation methods and bases are similar to the final report, and any
differences are small enough so that conclusions reached are reliable.

(c) One Engine Configuration, fan bleed to pressurize trunk, parametric
engine, gull wing. (Ref: Tech. Clar. Memo to NADC 12/19/78)

Two Iterations were made in arriving at the following

Design G.W. 29,500 lb
Rated TMax (Std, SL)

Scale 1.0 18,360 lb

Wing area (excludes chord extensions at gull) 350 sq ft
Cushion PSI 1.25
Trunk PSI 2.5
Trunk Perimeter 47.1 ft
Daylight Gap (Ave) 0.75 ins
Trunk Area 164 sq ft
Bleed required 87.7 lb/sec
Thrust loss due to bleed 4500 lb

Takeoff Ground Run
S.L., 89.8F, H = 0.10,
4.5 min at TMOx prior T.O. 2830 ft

VTo 222 ft/sec

Takeoff over 50 Ft. obstacle 4000 ft

Wing AR 6
A 0.3
b 45.8 ft
CR4 11.8 ft

. ' c / 42 5 0
8.4 ft

St/c .14-.12
Airfoil Advanced
•Amr Rise .08 for advanced

airfoil vs NASA
low drag series

airfoil
a.c. Wing .26 E
CI.UC Wing .076/deg

Design a.c. Aircraft 0.35 E
Design Aft C.G. 0.30E
C/LFuse = 11.8/40.6 .29

E- 10
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(c) (Continued)

(Nose - LECR)/LFuse = 15/40.6 =.37

a.c. Horiz Tail Off 0.21.E
q/q Tai -110.95
Downwash Factor 0.55

Horizontal Tail

AR 2.6
A 0.46
b 15.7 ft

CR 8.3 ft
Ac/4 350

t/c .12-.10
CLC E .050/deg

'ZH (E/4W - H) 14.5 ft

SH 95 sq ft

Vertical Tail

CNp Design .0010

AR 1.40
A 0.42
b 9.7 ft

CR 9.7 ft

Aq/ 4  350

t/c .12-.10
(Nose - ;/4)/ LFuse. = 22.3/40.6 = .55

CNp Tail Off -. 0023
V' (Z/4w - Z/4v) 15.5 ft

CLPC  .054/d g

SV  67 sq ft

Fuselage

Effective Depth 6.3 ft
Effective Width 4.8 ft
Effective Length 40.6 ft

E-11
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(c) (continued)

Drag Aircraft - Low Speed

CDMin = .0213

CL CD - CL2 /6 T7'

.01 .0213

.1 .0212

.2 .0212

.3 .0214

.4 .0217

.5 .0223

.6 .0235
.7 .0260
.8 .0307

Drag Aircraft - With Mach No.
Advanced Airfoil AM = + .08

CL 0 .2 .4 .6 .8
M AC D M for same 6C DM

.74 0 .716 .692 .667 .643

.78 .0005 .756 .732 .707 .683

.82 .0015 .796 .772 .747 .723

.84 .0025 .816 .792 .767 .743

.86 .0039 .836 .812 .787 .763

.88 .0069 .856 .832 .807 .783

.90 .0136 .876 .852 .827 .803

.91 .0188 .886 .862 .837 .813

.92 .0260 .896 .872 .847 .823

Drag Stores

12-MK-82 4 TERs
& 4-TERs Alone

ACD at M = 0.60 .0115 .00190.70 .0115 .0019
0.80 .0132 .0022
0.88 .0174 .0029

E- 12
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(c) (continued)

CAS Mission
Distance, Fuel,

N.M. Pounds

5 minutes at TMOX at S.L. 1110

Climb to 35000 feet, M = 0.65 36 682
Cruise, M = 0.7 124 691
Descent to 5000 feet
Loiter 60 minutes, M = 0.3 2229
Drop MK-82, Retain TERs
Climb to 35000 feet, M = 0.65 16 289
Cruise, M = 0.64 144 507
Descend to S.L.
Loiter 10 minutes, M = 0.25 256
Reserve 5% initial fuel 303

Total 320 6067

RAD = 160 NM

Weight Pounds

Wing 2943
Wing Extension for SETOLS 921
Horizontal Tail 404
Vertical Tail 300
Fuselage, including duct structure

and speed brakes 1587
Canopy 409
Engine 2623
Bleed 127
Tall Pipe Extension 171
Engine Section 248
Inlet ducts 275

Engine- cant, start, lub, oil 160
Flight controls 636
Wing Integral Tanks 433
Unusable Fuel 93
Fuel System, including

Fuel Dump & Aerial Refueling
Provisions 268

Systems Including ejection seat 2041
Specified Load 8574
SETOLS 1008
Protection 454
CAS Mission Fuel 6067

Gross Weight 29442

E-13
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(d) Two-Engine Configuration
With APU to pressurize trunk, parametric engine, gull wing
(Ref: Tech. Clar. Memo to NADC 12/19/78)

II

First Iteration was with GW = 24000 pounds, Two 8000-pound thrust
engines, and wing area = 285 sq ft, which was too low a gross weight.

Second Iteration was as follows:

Design G.W. 27000 lb

Rated TMOX (Std, SI)

Scale 0.490 9000 lb
Wing Area (excludes chord estensions for

SETOLS at gull) 320 sq ft
Cushion PSI 1.25
Trunk PSI 2.5
Trunk ( Perimeter 45 ft
Daylight Gap (Ave) 0.75 ins
Trunk area 150 sq ft
Trunk air required (from APU) 83.8 lb/sec

Takeoff is based on the failure of one engine at the point in the takeoff
run where the distance to "fail and go" equals the distance to "fail and
stop". Fuel for 4.5 minutes at TMax is consumed prior to takeoff.

For S.L. 89.8 0 F,VTo = 222 ft/sec

For two-engine acceleration (14 = 0.10)

V/VT 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

iASG(ft) 0 65 198 340 494 660

For one engine acceleration, rudder will trim the asymmetric thrust down
to just over 0.6 VT- Below this speed it is assumed that asymmetric
braking will be usU. Braking 4 = 0.22 is required at 0.2 VT?1 0. 16
at 0.4 VTo and .03 at 0.6 VTO. For takeoff on water, equivalent
asymmetric braking is assumed. Taking into account the deflected rudder
drag and the asymmetric brake-retarding force

V/VTO 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

ASG (ft) 0 398 997 1229 1499 2089

E- 14
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(d) (continued)

For deceleration after engine failure, reverse thrust is assumed
0.5 TM/Eng, and brakingA( = 0.30. For this case, rudder will trim
the asymmetric reverse thrust down to just over 0.4 VT . Asymmetric
braking required is udd 0. 10 at 0.2 VTo and .03 at ".4 V.TO. Taking
into account the rudder drag and the reducedL.A Ave for asymmetric
braking

V/VTO 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

PA Ave .25 .285 .30 .30 .30

ASG (ft) 78 227 380 574 839 0

Allowing two seconds reaction time at the engine failure point (VI)

VI/VTO .4 .6 .8

SG 2-engine 263 603 1097

2 seconds at V1  178 266 355

For "Fail and Go"
SG 1-engine (Go) 4817 3588 2089

In rotation for lift off, the trunk center of pressure will shift aft, thus
decreasing the vertical tail arm by about 50%. The rudder deflection
before rotation is calculated to be 11.50; it will have to be increased
to 22.30 causing 270 lb increased drag. This will increase

ASG (.8 to 1.0 V/VT0 ) 109 ft

Using 50% of this adds 55 feet to each of the above one engine
acceleration distances to give

SG 1-engine

(Go corrected) 4872 3643 2144

Total SG

"Fail and Go" 5313 4512 3596

E-15
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(d) (continued)

For "Fail & Stop"

VI/VTo .4 .6 .8

SG 2-engine 263 603 1097

2 sec at VI  178 266 355

For "Fail & Stop"
SG 1-eng (Stop) 305 685 1259

Total SG "Fail & Stop" 746 1554 2711

Plotting 5 Gand
SGFail & Go SGFail & Stop

vs VI/VT0 shows an intersection at

VI = .88 VTO and a distance of 3220 ft

(S.L. 89.8 0 F)

If the reaction time at V is reduced to 1.0 sec, V= .88V and
the distance is 3020 ft (J. L. 89.8 0 F)

Therefore, this iteration is close to the desired takeoff run, and the
calculation is continued.

Using the same wing and tail shapes, as used for the one-engine config-
uration above, and the same fuselage except for the required increase
in width for two engines

S = 320 sq ft
S = 87 sq ft
SV  = 64 sq ft

Drag Aircraft - Low Speed

CDMin - .0226

Use drag coefficient for the one engine configuration above plus AC =
.0013; correct stores ACD for wing area change.

E-16
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(d) (continued)

CAS Mission

Distance, Fuel,
N.M. Pounds

5 minutes at T at S.L. 1089
Climb to 35000&'exet, M = 0.65 33 618
Cruise, M = .68 127 679
Descend to 5000 feet
Loiter 60 minutes, M = 0.3 2128
Drop MK 82, Retain TERs
Climb to 35000 feet, M = 0.65 14 249
Cruise M = 0.62 146 483
Descend to S.L.
Loiter 10 minutes, M = 0.25 242
Reserve 5% initial fuel 289

Total 320 5777

Rad = 160 N.M.

Weight
Pounds

Wing 2581
Wing Extension for SETOLS 790
Horizontal Tail 354
Vertical Tail 280
Fuselage, including duct structure and

speed brakes 1710
Canopy 400
Engines 2572
Tail Pipe Extensions 367
Engine Section 231
Inlet Ducts 272
Engine, Cont, Start, Lub, Oil 149
Flight Controls 600
Wing Integral Tanks 120
Unusable Fuel 80
Fuel System including Fuel Dump &

Aerial Refueling Provisions 255
Systems including Ejection Seat

(No APU in Systems Weight) 1981
APU (Special for SETOLS & also used

for self-starting) 545
Specified Load 8574
SETOLS 961
Protection 451
CAS Mission Fuel 5777

E-17 Gross Weight 29050 E-o7
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(d) (continued)

The assumed G.W. for this iteration is 27000 pounds; therefore, the engine
size must increase to retain takeoff distance and G.W. must increase above
29050 pounds which will result in the two-engine configuration being
considerably heavier than the one-engine configuration; therefore it was
decided to do no more work on the two-engine configuration.

(e) One Engine Configuration
With APU to pressurize trunk, parametric engine, gull wing.
(Ref: Tech. Clar. Memo to NADC 12/19/78)

Sufficient work had been accomplished at this point so that a fairly accurate
choice of gross weight could be made as follows:

Design G.W. 27500 lb
Rated TMax (Std, SL)

Scale 0.708 13000 lb
Wing Area (Excludes chord extensions

for SETOLS at gull) 326 sq ft
Cushion PSI 1.25
Trunk PSI 2.5
Trunk Perimeter 45.5 ft
Daylight Gap (Ave.) 0.75 ins
Trunk area 153 sq ft
Trunk aIr required (from APU) 84.7 lb/sec
Takeoff Ground Run

S.L. 89.8 0 F, / = 0.10,
4.5 min at TMa x prior T.O. 2836 ft

v To 222 ft/sec

Using the same wing and tail shapes, as used for the one-engine-config-
uration-with-bleed above, and the same fuselage except the duct structure
is smaller for the 0.708 scale engine

S = 326 sq ft
S = 89 sq ft

65 sq ft

Drag Aircraft - Low Speed

C = .0217

DMin

Use drag coefficient for the one-engine-configuration-with-bleed above
plus AC D = .0004; correct stores ACD for wing area change.
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SANDAIRE

(e) (continued)

CAS Mission

Distance Fuel
N.M. Pounds

5 minutes at TMax at S.L. 786

Climb to 35000 feet, M = 0.65 73 948

Cruise, M = 0.7 87 463
Descend to 5000 feet

Loiter 60 minutes, M = 0.3 1980
Drop MK 82, Retain TERs

Climb to 35000 feet, M = 0.65 24 313
Cruise, M = 0.62 136 430
Descend to S.L.

Loiter 10 minutes, M = 0.25 216
Reserve 5% initial fuel 270

Total 320 5406

RAD = 160 NM

Weight
Pounds

Wing 2655
Wing Extension for SETOLS 818
Horizontal Tail 366
Vertical Tail 287
Fuselage, including duct structure and speed brakes 1546
Canopy 403
Engine 1857
Tail Pipe Extension 181
Engine Section 167
Inlet Ducts 245
Engine Cont, Start, Lub, Oil 108
Flight controls 610
Wing Integral Tanks 122
Unusable Fuel 82
Fuel System, including Fuel Dump and Aerial

Refueling Provisions 239
Systems, including Ejection Seat 1981

(No APU in Systems Weight)
APU (Special for SETOLS & also used for self-

starting) 552
Specified Load 8574
SETOLS 973
Protection 449
CAS Mission Fuel 5406

E-19 Gross Weight 27621 E-19



SANDAIRE

(e) (continued)

This configuration does show an advantage over the above one-engine-
with-bleed configuration of about 6% less gross weight; however, the
big unknown is the weight, size, cost and availability of an APU of
the size needed, one that will deliver 84.7 lb/sec to pressurize the
trunk. This is essentially a small aircraft engine. It must have the
same reliability as the primary engine but can have shorter life due to
minimum usage.

The weight used for the APU installation is based on producing the
required airflow with 65% of the weight the primary engine uses to do the
job. If the primary engine delivered a fan bleed of 84.7 Ib/sec, it is
equivalent to loss in thrust of

(84.7/87.7) x 4500 = 4346 lb

For a T/W = 18360/2623 = 7.0 for the primary engine (Page E-2), the
engine weight assignable to the bleed is 4346/7 = 621 lb (compared to
404 lb used in the above APU estimate for the uninstalled APU). The
weight of 552 lb shown includes 148 lb for installation, controls, air
intake, exhaust, firewall, etc. If the APU in an actual application
required another 300 lb, which would pyramid to about 700 lb in gross
weight if the design was completely recycled, the advantage decreases
to 4% in gross weight. Therefore, it was decided to use engine bleed
and work on reducing the amount of bleed required.

Further study of available SETOLS technology and tests showed that the
daylight gap (trunk to ground clearance in the takeoff and landing run)
was more nearly 0.25 inch than the 0.75 inch used. This would immedi-
ately reduce the required airflow by 67%. Concurrently, it was decided
that additional trunk nozzles were needed to help provide air lubrication
outboard of the ground tangent line, and they would normally exhaust to
the atmosphere. Using 20% of the total nozzle area for this purpose
increases the flow by 35%. This distribution was used on the final trunk
configuration. The net summation results in a reduction of thrust loss
due to bleed from 24.5 to 18.3% and is considered a simpler and more
reliable design than coping with the unknown and costly development of
an APU of the size required.

(2) Preliminary Work with the General Electric FIOI/F15A1 Turbofan Engine

(a) At this point in the design progress, the first candidate engine Information
became available, and data are shown by the following seven pages.
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SANDAIRE

(a) (continued)

G.E. Engine Data
Ref. G.E. Report R77AEG631, dtd 12/1/77
for GE FIO1/Fi5 Al Turbofan, Scale 1.0

The G.E. Report listed 3155 lb for the basic engine (less nozzle) and
76.85 inches length (less nozzle). Length and weight shown on the
next page, for the engine with nozzle, are estimated.

Rated TMax - 18217 lb

Airflow = 351.7 lb/sec
Bypass Ratio = 1.86
Fan Pressure Ratio = 2.37

Airflow/Rated TMa .0193

T/W - 5.77 (without nozzle, without bleed)

Engine performance, with installation factor of 0.95 applied to thrust,
is shown on the following pages.

All data are for a scale = 1.0 engine. Scaling factors, for 30%
( rated TMax, are

Airflow varies as TMax

Engine Dimensions vary as (TMax)0 5

Engine Weight (including nozzle) varies as TMOX (T/W is constant).
This will not apply outside the t 30% scaling.

(S.F.C. vs T/"Ma0) does not-change with scale.

Rated TMax loss due to fan bleed = (Bleed Airflow - lb/sec)/.0193
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(b) One Engine Configuration, Fan Bleed to Pressurize Trunk, GE Fl01 Engine

Changes

At this point, some updating changes were made. Fan bleed calculations
were revised, but a decision to go to the final configuration described on
Page E-20 was held in abeyance. The spare trunk orifice flow to the
atmosphere was selected as 40% vs the final 20%. Flap characteristics
had been artially developed and slight changes in the takeoff parameters

were made. A high wing configuration had been selected (gull eliminated)
and the trunk was made rectangular in planform (2.5/1) with rounded ends. The
trunk was considered fully retracted with fuselage doors to close the opening.
The total effect of the changes was not great, and no big change is
apparent except that associated directly with the G.E. engine vs the
parametric engine used previously.

For the fiast iteration

Design G.W. - 29300 lb

Rated Tma x (Std, S.L.) - 16650 lb

Scale 0.914

Wing Area - 348 sq ft
Cushion PSI - 1.25
Trunk PSI - 2.5
Trunk Perimeter - 51.8 ft

Daylight Gap (Ave) - 0.25 ins
Trunk j Area - 162.8 sq ft
Bleed required - 62.4 lb/sec
Thrust loss due to bleed - 3233 lb

Takeoff Ground RuniS.L. 89.8°0F, P. =.065

S 4.5 min at T prior T.O. 3000 ft
Max

VTo. 230 ft/sec

Using the same wing and tail shapesas used in Section (1) above,
and a fuselage that will house a retracted trunk (this was later deter-
hiined to be extremely difficult if not impassible and was abandoned
in favor of stowing the trunk externally on an appropriately shaped
fuselage bottom), calculation showed.

S = 348sq f
S H  94 sqf
Sv  74 sqft
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(b) (Continued)

Drag Aircraft - Low Speed

CDMin = .0201

Use drag coefficient for the one-engine-configuration-with-bleed in
Section (1) minus ACD = 0012; correct stores ACD for wing area
change.

CAS Mission

Distance, Fuel,
N.M. Lb

5 minutes at TMOx at S. L. 818

Climb to 35000, M = 0.65 51 710
Cruise, M = 0.7 109 528
Descend to 5000 ft
Loiter 60 minutes, M = 0.3 1847
Drop MK82, retain TERs
Climb to 35000, M = 0.65 21 284
Cruise, M = 0.66 139 427
Descend to S.L.
Loiter 10 minutes, M = 0.23 209
Reserve 5% initial fuel 254

Total 320 5077

RAD = 160 N.M.

Weight
SWgPounds

Wing 2955
Horizontal Tail 398
Vertical Tail 348
Fuselage including duct structure and speed brakes 1523
Trunk doors and mechanism 936
Canopy 410
Engine 3071
Bleed 121
Tail Pipe Extension 109
Engine Section 287

Inlet Ducts 258
Engine Cont, Start, Lub, Oil 185
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(b) (Continued)

Weight Pounds

Flight Controls 623
Wing Integral Tanks 124
Unusable Fuel 85
Fuel System including Fuel dump & Aerial Refueling

Provisions 224
Systems including Ejection Seat 2041
Specified Load 8574
SETOLS 1083
Protection 447
CAS Mission Fuel 5077

Gross Weight 28879

This is 1.4% less than the selected G.W. of 29300 pounds for design.
This reduction in weight will result in a G.W. of about 28400 pounds
if the design is recycled.

At this point in the design progress, the P&W STF 529 engine data
became available. The favorable characteristics of this engine were
recognized, and the final design was developed around this engine.
The final G.W. was 24300 pounds as shown in the report.
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APPENDIX F

PERFORMANCE DATA

It was deemed not feasible or expedient to include all the calculations for the
following performance data; therefore, it is presented in graphic form. All
data is for standard atmospheric conditions except as noted.

(1) CAS and ferry mission calculations.

(2) Best cruise Mach No. and altitude for clean configuration.

(3) Maximum specific range vs cruise Mach No. for clean
configuration.

(4) Best endurance Mach No. and altitude for CAS loading less
40% fuel.

(5) Maximum endurance for CAS loading less 40% fuel.

(6) Service ceiling, CAS mission.

(7) Max rate of climb, S.L., 5000 ft. and 15,000 ft., standard air,
and S.L. for 89.8 0 F.

(8) Max. rate of climb at S. L., CAS mission, SETOLS down and up
at takeoff speed, flaps 400.

Max. rate of climb at S.L., CAS mission less 60% fuel
(MLDGW), 21569 lb., SETOLS down and up, at landing
approach speed, flaps 500.

(9) Max. sustained maneuver load factor at S.L. and 5000 ft.,
* CAS mission less 40% fuel, 22479 lb.

(10). Max. sustained maneuver load factor at S. L. and 5000 ft.,
clean configuration.
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(1) The following computer data was used in establishing the CAS and
Ferry Mission profiles:

CAS MISSION
4 Pylons
4 TER's
12 Mk 82

Operation A Fuel Weight Alt Mach A Dist A Time
(Lbs.) (Lbs.) Ft. No. N.Mi. Min.

Initial - 24300 SL - -
WU & TO,5 min 651 23649 SL - 0 5.0
Climb-out 810 22839 36089 .60 79 13.2
Cruise-out 415 22424 36089 .69 Ave 81 12.3
Desc. 0 22424 5000 - 0 0

Loiter 1635 20789 5000 .31 0 60
Drop Mk-82 0 13949 5000 .31 0 0
Climb-back 260 13689 36089 .70 26 3.6
Cruise-back 375 13314 36089 .595 Ave 134 23.6

* Desc. 0 13314 SL - 0 0

Loiter 178 13136 SL .235 0 10
ReJAo n tia1) 228 12908 - -

Radius 160 N.Mi.

Total Fuel: 4552 Lbs.

Total Time: 2.1283 Hrs.

Mission Profile is on Page 14 of the Report.
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FERRY MISSION
4 Pylons
All Internal Fuel

Operation A Fuel Weight Alt Mach A Dist A Time
(Lbs) (Lbs) Ft. No. N.Mi. Min.

Initial - 20243 SL - - -
WU & TO,5 min 651 19592 SL - 0 5.0
Climb-out 583 19009 45800 .70 81 11.7
Cruise-out 2000 17009 48000 .775 720 97.2
Cruise-out 2000 15009 50200 .775 814 109.9
Cruise-out 1899 13110 54200 .775 885 119.5
Descend 0 13110 SL - 0 0
Loiter 170 12940 SL .23 0 10
Reserve

(5% Initial) 384 12556 - -

Range: 2500 N.Mi.

Total Fuel: 7687 Lbs.

Total Time: 5.888 Hrs.

Mission Profile is on Page 16 of the Report.

(2)&(3) Best Cruise and Maximum Range

(a) Cruise Mach No. at altitude for the clean configuration (with 4
pylons), is plotted as specific range in N. Mi/lb fuel vs Mach No.,
Pages F-6 to F-9. The corresponding instantaneous rate of climb is
plotted to show altitude limits on cruise, pages F-10 to F-13.
These data were used to determine best cruise altitude and Mach
No. which are combined to give 0.99 maximum specific range and

best cruise altitude vs weight on Pages F-14 and F-15. Also shown
are time, fuel and distance for climb in the ferry mission, Pages F-16
to F-19. These plots were used in the calculation of ferry range.

(b) Included here are similar plots for the CAS loading (4 pylons +
4 TER's + 12 Mk 82) and the CAS mission calculations. Note
that for"cruise back", data are plotted for determination of best
"cruise back" altitude considering both "climb back" from 5000 ft.
and "cruise back". The 36089 ft. was the best, pages F-20 to
F-24.
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(4) & (5) Endurance

,a) Calculations for loiter at 5000 ft and sea level are plotted on
Pages F-25 and F-26. Loiter is at (L/D)Mcx which was justified
by plotting fuel flow vs Mach No. where the minimum fuel flow
is essentially at (L/D) Max' Page F-27.

(b) Endurance at higher altitude was calculated; however, insufficient
engine data are available at the low thrust associated with minimum
fuel flow. Extrapolation was necessary, and some error undoubtedly
results. An example is on Page F-28. This and other data, not
shown, resulted in Page F-29. The above probability of error may
cause the irregularities.

(6) Service Ceiling

The data of Section (7) are combined with other data, not presented, to
calculate the service ceiling which is based on climb at maximum rate of
climb and on varying weight due to the fuel consumed in climb. The
weight at start of climb is 24300 - 5 min at T 23649 lb.

For the CAS mission loading, fuel to climb to 36089 ft. from Section (1)
is 810 lb. This is at climb M = .60; adjusting to best climb speed,
fuel reduces to 774 lb. Page F-30 shows total fuel consumed in climb
vs altitude in percent of fuel to climb to 36089 ft. The altitude for
300 ft/min and 500 ft/mmn instantaneous rate of climb vs instantaneous
weight is also plotted on Page F-30. Using the two plots together, the
service ceiling (300 ft/min R/C) is 36800 ft for the CAS loading with
weight of 23649 lb. at start of climb.

(7) Rate of Climb for S.L., 5000 ft. and 15000 ft., standard air, is plotted
vs Mach No., for several weights at- CAS loading (4 pylons, 4 TER's,
12 Mk 82), CAS loading after bomb drop (4 pylons, 4 TER's), and clean
with 4 pylons. P&W engine performance at S. L., 89.8 0 F at the Mach
No. for maximum rate of climb is not available; therefore, no estimate
wa.n made for this temperature. (Pages F-3 1 to F-40).

The maximum rate of climb at any weight may be obtained from these
data in combination with Page F-30 which gives the fuel consumed in
climb. The maximum rate of climb for the CAS mission takeoff at 24300
lb less 5min. at Ta =23649 Ib is

Alt Max Rate of Climb
ft ft/min

40 9880
5000 8250
15000 5000

Also, maximum speed in level flight- is plotted vs altitude for the three store
loadings, Page F-41.
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(8) Max rate of climb in takeoff and landing - see Appendix B,
pages B-26 and B-29.

(9)&(10) Max sustained maneuver load factor; the results of the
calculations are shown by the plot, page F-41.
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